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J" €" RELIABILITY OF NAVAL RADAR SYSTEMS
(Unclassified Title)

INTRODUCTION

(U) Existing naval radar systems exhibit low mean time between
failures (MTBF) and poor operational availability. Typically, opera-
tional HTBF's may range from 5 to 200 hours, and operational availabil-
ities may range from 10 to 60%. (See Appendix A for definitions of
acronyms and special terms.) As a consequence of such performance, in

an age when satellites have electronics systems which operate with life
times measured in years, and when space probes travel interplanetary
distances to perform sophisticated experiments, questions are increas-
ingly raised about the poor reliability of military electronic systems.

(U) This report provides a basis for relating operational reli-
ability of naval radar systems to the reliability achieved by other
electronics systems. Current naval radar system are examined for their
reliability, design concepts, stress levels, and modes of operation.
Additionally, this rep-t presents a brief consideration of reliability-
growth procedures and projects the operational reliability achievable
with present day technology.

OBJECTIVES

(U) The primary objective of this report is to document the opera-
tional reliability of representative radar systems. Additional objectives
include:

(1) To document the growing complexity of military electronic
systems and compare them with their approximate non-mil-

itary equivalents.

(2) To indicate the design and development impact of such
factors as: parts count, component quality, screening,
de-rating, burn-in and redundance on the reliability of
an electronic system,

(3) To document the growth in radar systems reliability

achieved through reliability grovth programs.

Not.: Mmauit ibmitte AuUat 298, 1978.
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I. MAGNITUDE OF THE NAVY'S PROBLEM

A. General Factors

(U) Operational naval radars were chosen, representative of specific
important functional categories. Examples are the selection of the
AN/SPS-lO and the AN/SPS-55 as a representatives of shipboard, surface-

surveillance radars, and the AN/SPN-43 as a representative of an aircraft
approach control radar.

(U) For a variety of reasons, the compilation of credible data on

the reliability of radar systems has been a difficult task. On some
systems, the need for, and the value of, such data has been barely
recognized; on other systems, financial and manpower constraints have
precluded the adequate reporting of data; on still other systems the data
may be extensive but of questionable value. An example is the reporting
of a system MTBF for an aircraft approach control radar based on the
number of hours the carrier is at sea, "steaming time," rather than on
the number of hours the radar actually operating during this time.

(U) The sources of radar systems documentation data used in this
report are varied. An effort has been made to incorporate only the most
current data available and to credit the source. In some instances
"official" Navy or company data is either unavailable or non-releaseable*.
When possible and appropriate, "official" sources are used. The several
references to non-military electronics systems in this report are examples
where "company" policy prohibits the release of MTBF data and a company
authorized "parts count" is not published, yet credible information was
available through personal co-minication and reference to schematics and
service publications.

(U) The radar systems selected for documentation are shown in
Table I. The non-military systems are included for purposes of reference
and comparison. Each of the system listed in Table I is referred to in
subsequent parts of this report. Photographs of systems and major sub-
assemblies (hardware), block diagrams, tabular listing of system para-
meters and discussion is provided for each of the systems.

2 CONFIDENTIAL
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(U) TABLE I

Radar Systems Selected for Documentation (U)

Type of Radar Nomenclature

Shipboard Surf.,,-e Search AN/SPS-10
AN/SPS-55

2-D Air Search AN/SPS-40
AN/SPS-49

Point Defense AN/SPS-65

TAS

3-D Air Search AN/SPS-48

Missile Track/Illuminator AN/SPG-51D

Fire Control MK86

Search AN/SPQ-9A

Track AN/SPG-60

Air Traffic Control

Carrier ANtSPN-43

Land (Navy/FAA) AN/FPN-59 (FAA ASR-8)

Airborne Early Warning AN/APS-96
AN/APS-120
ANAPS-125

NASA Satellite Altimeter GEOS-C

3 CONFIDENTIAL
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(U) The magnitude of the Navy's problem is not completely con-
veyed through the reference to any single statistical parameter such as
the system MTBF. Important elements of the total problem include such
factors as the stress levels, system complexity (or parts count),operat-
ing environment, operating modes, and mission requirements. In turn,
each of these factors may be sub-divided into one or more categories.
As an example, MIL-RDBK-217B identifies and describes 9 nominal environ-
mental conditions, each of which results in a unique modifier to be
applied in the determination of part failure rates.

(U) Table II lists these environmental conditions in increasing
order of severity, with the least severe being "Ground, Benign" and the
most severe being "Missile, Launch."

(U) Indicative of the impact of environmental conditions on a
system, operational MTBF data can be cited for approximately the same
system used In two different environmental situations. Technical Report
ASD-TR-73-22 indicates that the AN/APQ-120 developed for Air Force use
in F-4E aircraft had a predicted MTBF of 45 hours and .a reliability
demonstraticn of 4.3 hours. Essentially the same system with a more
complex antenna pedestal and external cabinets to house the hardware
instead of the F-4E fuselage is manufactured by Westinghouse Electric as
the W-120, a shipboard radar currently rated at a 200 hour MTBF.'

(U) Table II explains, in part, the difference between the reli-
ability problems for naval radars and "long-lived" satellites.
The respective modification factors are 4.0 and 0.2. Thus, in the
absence of other considerations, a space radar has a 20 to 1 advantage
in MTBF over a naval radar. The envirLimental factor, hcwever, is only
one oZ the reasons for the differences in system MTBF's. Other factors
whM.ch will be developed are the differences in mission, power levels,
stress, and costs allowed for the development and assurance of reliability.

(U) Table III provides further information which will help to
develop appreciation for the interrelationships between system use or
mission (including the environment), complexity (parts count), and stress
(power, voltage, heat, shock, and vibration).

(U) As indicated earlier, one of the objectives of this report is
to document the zomplexity of military systems and to compare them with
non-military systems. The "parts count" of an electronic system is a
:omnmon measure of system complexity. In its simplest form it is a
count of the total number of discrete components which are connected
together to form an operating system. Such parts are the resistors,
croacitors, tubes, solid-state devices, coils, transformers, and other
items typically in a schematic diagram of the system. In a real system,
the parts count should include much more than the basic electronic com-
ponents; i.e., the electrica, electromechanical, and mechanical hardware

4 CONFIDENTIAL
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(U) TABLE II

Environmental Classifications (U)

Environment Nominal Environmental Conditions Factor

Ground, Benign Nearly zero environmental stress with 0.2
optimum engineering operations and
maintenance.

Space Flight Earth orbital. Approaches Ground, Benign 0.2
conditions without access for maintenance.
Vehicle neither under powered flight nor
in atmospheric re-entry.

Ground, Fixed Conditiuns less than ideal to include install- 1.0

ation in permanent racks with adequate cooling
air, maintenance by military personnel and
possible installation in unheated buildings.

Ground, Mobile Conditions more severe than those for Ground, 4.0
(and Portable) Fixed mostly for vibration and shock. Cooling

air supply may also be more limited, and
maintenance less uniform.

Naval Sheltered Surface ship conditions similar to Ground, 4.0
Fixed but subject to occasional high shock
and vibration.

Naval, Un- Nominal surface shipboard conditions but with 5.0

sheltered repetitive high levels of shock and vibration.

Airborne, Typical cockpit conditions without environ- 4.0
mental extremes of pressure, temperature, shock
and vibration.

Airborne, Bomb-bay, tail, or wing installations where 6.0
Uninhabited extreme pressure, temperature, and vibration

cycling may be aggravated by contawination
from oil, hydraulic fluid, and engine exhaust.
Classes I and Ia equipment of MIL-E-5400 should
not be used in this environnent.

Missile Severe conditions of noise, vibration, and 10.0
Launch other environments related to missile launch,

and space vehicle boost into orbit, vehicle re-
entry and landing by parachute. Conditions may
apply to installation near main rocket engines
during launch operations.

Table II is taken from MIL-HDBK-217B. (1)
After a system failure rate has been calculated, it should be mul-

tiplied by the appropriate factor-value to reflect impact of environ-
mant,

5 CONFIDENTIAL
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(U) TABLE III

Reliability as a Function of Comple:ity and Stress (U)

No. of 
MTBFSystem Parts Power Voltage Hours

B & W TV
Receiver 297 23 W 0.7 kV 2,500

Harine
Radar 764 10 kW 6.2 kV 1,000

FAA Radar 18,700 1,00 kW 80 kV 365

Naval
Radar 10,000 1,000 kW 30 kV 50

6 CONFIDENTIAL
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(U) necessary for the normal operation of an electronic system.

(U) The first system listed in Table III, is a foreign made,
black-and-wnite solid state televisioz receiver. The receiver is iden-
tified as having 297 series active elements (parts count), and an
observed MTBF of approximately 2,500 hours. Stress factors are in-
dicated by the input power to the receiver of 23 watts, and the peak

operating voltage of 700 volts dc.

(U) The second system is a commnercial marinc radar with 764 parts
and an MTBF of approximately 1,000 hours. Stress for this system is
indicated by the peak pulse output power of the transmitter, 10 kW
(6 watts average power output), and a peak pulse voltage of 6.2 kV.

(U) The third system is the Federal Aviation Agency'3 ASR-8. The

ASR-8 has a parts count of approximately 18,000 elements, and an
obseived MTBF of approximately 300 hours. Peak power output for the

transmitter is 1,000 kW (720 W average power oucput), and the peak
system voltage is 80 kV.

(C) The fourth system is a naval radar, the AN/SPS-39A with a
parts count of approximately 10,000 and an observed MTBF of about 50 hours.
Power stress is indicated by the peak pulse output power of 1,000 kW

(2 V? average power output). Peak voltage stress for this radar is 30 kV.

(U) The four data points from Table III are plotted as circles in
Fig. 1. Note that a line can be drawn through three of the data points

almost parallel to the lines identified for 1950 and 1960 systems.
The latter lines are based on a General Electric Co. report and reflect

the relationshlp3 between ZTBF and system complexity for airborne elec-
tronic systems. The slope of the line connecting the three data
points, and the proximity of these points to the 1960 systems-line offers
a degree of assurance that the first three systems of Table III are re-

prisentative of the state of technology and engineering practice for this
period.

7 *CONFIDENTI
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(U) Several addition4l characteristics can be inferred from the
curves shown 1i Fig. 1. First, there is an approximate log-log linear
relationship between the %TBF and the parts count (complexity) of the
electronics systems represented. Second, there is an indication that
the type of electronics system Is not critical so far as the relation-
s.ipe shoen in Fig. I are concerned. In the example shinto, a television
receiver, a low-pover marine radar, and a high-power naval vadar, all
exhibit the same parts count vo. NflF relationship appropriate for 1960
era technology and engineering practice.
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*B. Reliability Growth

(U) The exception in Fig. 1, is the data point plotted for the
FAA radar, the ASR-8. The ASR-8 is not representative of convention4l
radar engineering development for either the 1960's or the 1970's. The
MTBF achieved, and indicated in Fig. 1, is the result of a significant
and determined effort to achieve high availability. The ASR-8 data
point serves to document that a determined reliability growth and d'tvel-
opment program can lead to an KTBF which is an order -i magnitude or
more above the MTBF achieved with system developed in a conventional
manner. A similar superior MT3F resulting from determined reliability
growth programs is documented in an Air Force study which compares a
conventionally developed airborne radar with an approximately coararable
system developed under a contract that stressed high reliability.z The
two systems are the AN/APQ-120 with an MTBF, at the time of the study

of approximately 4 hours, and an AN/APQ-113 with an MTBF of approximately
150 hours.

(U) Determined radar reliability growth programs have not been
comonplace, but other examples are to be found in the AN/APQ-148 an
air-to-ground attack radar the AN/APG-63, anJ the AN/AS-125.

(U) In Fig. 2, another important aspect of reliability growth is
developed showing the relationship between HTBF and time for reliability

test, analysis, and redesign.

INTRINSIC

OPERATIONALLY ACHIEVABLE-
go- G

0 6
E

g60 C

Si.
'40-

200

S -OESIGN MATURATION
0a , I , I I ..

0 I 2 3 .4
TrMC (YEARS)

11g. 2 (U) - The growth of reliability as a tmction of a tim
extended design and development process (0)
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(U) In Fig. 2, the line at the top of the figure represents the
operationally achievable system MTBF. Point 3, represents the system
MTBF achieved on initial operation. Typically, for large complex
radars, the initial observed MTBF's are on the order of 1 to 10. of the
intrinsic system value. The different values of the MTBF from 1 to 10%
referred to above is indicative of "corporate memory" or design team
experience. A company building a radar similar to one that it has man-
ufactured recently with the same design team can reasonably expect to
achieve the larger initial value, 10% of the system intrinsic MTBF.

(U) In contrast with the above, a company building a new radar
with a new design team, does not have the same degree of "corporate
memory." With less experience, this company would probably achieve
the lesser value of 1 % upon initial operation. Note, the reference
to a new design team does not imply inexperience or incompetence. The
point is that the reliability of a complex system is also to some
degree the product of design team educational process.

(U)' In Fig. 2, the curve plotted between points B-C represents
growth in reliability as the first system constructed is tested, analyzed,
and imprnved. The first system might be representative of a pre-produc-
tion prototype. The system represented by the curve D-E might represent
the first production run, and F-G a still further improved second year
production run. The total growth in MTBF, from B to G represents the
reliability improvement as a system matures. Page 13 of the Reliability
Design Handbook, (Reference 4) has a brief description of a similar
figure.)

C. Considerations for Achieving High Reliability in Electronics

System

1. General

(U) The achievement of high reliability in electronics systems

involver. many diverse factors including: design; "corporate memory";
iterar'on or maturation; "screening"; "de-rating"; "burn-in"; together
with a dedication of manpower, materials, and tirie, to a sustained
effort for system reliability development. Systems reliability can be
developed either before or after system production is initiated. It is
to be emphasized that after the fact corrective action is much more
costly, and generally much less effective than the reliability improve-
meats that precede the release to production. These general ideas will
be expanded upon briefly in the sections that follow.

10 CONMEMIlAL
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2. Reliability Design

(U) There are nuierous excellent texts and articles on the

general topic of reliability and the interested reader is referred to
these for more details and specifics (References 1, 4, 5, 6, and 7).

(U) General reliability theory introduces the concept of
failure rate (W). The time-history failure rate for a system is often
represented by a characteristic curve similar to that shown in Fig. 3.

INFANT -USEFUL I END
MORTALITY LIFE OF

I LIFE

Ci

.4

I I
I I

4

TIME

Fig. 3 (0) - Tim-htstory failure characteristics (U)

(U) The initial high and decreasing failure rate is referred
to as the "infant mortality" period. The operationally "useful life"
period is characterized by the relatively constant failure rate shown

in the center portion of the curve. The end-or-life period is char-
acterized by' an increasing failure rate as components fail from age and
wearout.

(U) The failure rate of a component or a system is defined as
the number of failures per unit time. The failure rate, as indicated
in Fig. 3, is not constant for the en%!re life of the component or

system. During that period of tim inicated as useful life in Fig. 3,
the falul're rate is approximtely constant. The approximately constant
failure tat* in the useful life period is the reciprocal of the MTBF.
Alternatively, the KMY of a component is the recipa-al of the constant
failure rate for that item.

11 COWIDENTIAL
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(U) As an example, from MIL-HDBK-217B a fixed composition
resistor, type MIL-R-39008 operating at rated wattage, and a temperature
of 200C (680F) has a base failure rate, Xb of 0.0007 (failures per 109

hours). The MTBF of the item is then:

MTBF - 1/1b

- /(0.0007!06)

9
- 1.43 x 10 hours

(C) An example of a radar system, one ;hich will be referred
to later in the report would be the AN/APS-96, currently exhibiting a
Mean Flight Hours Between Failures (MFHBF) of approximately 12.0 hours.
The failure rate for the airborne AN/APS-96 radar system is then:

- 1/12

- 0.083 failures per flight hour

(C) Reliability, R(t), is the probability that an item will
coatinue to perform its specified functions up to and including time t,
the equipment having been operable at time t - 0. For the AN/APS-96 in
an E-2 aircraft with a 5 hour endurance, the probability of completing
the mission is:

R(t) *-t/MTBF

-51

R 66R(5) 6

(C) There is, therefore, a 66% probability of an E-2 aircraft-
completing its 5 hour mission with its AN/APS-96 radar still operating.

3. Redundancy Considerations

(U) One emon mthod of obtaining high reliability is the
use of various forms of redundancy. The simplest form employs two
identical coponents, modules or even whole systems in parallel (Fig. 4).
There ars two general operating modes: stand-by redundancy (Fig. 4a) and
active redundancy (Fig. 4b).

12 COMMFNTIAL
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B

(a) STAND-BY

(b) ACTIVE

Fig. 4 (U) - Two bauic parallel redundancy configurations (U)
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(U) In the stand-by mode, if one nit fails, the failure is
sensed and a replacement unit is energized; in the active redundancy
mode both units operate simultaneously, although only one of the pair
need be "good" for successful circuit operation. The problems associated
with fault sensing or switching will not be considered in the subsequent
discussions.

(U) A redundant system in either of these modes exhibits an
MTBF greater than that of the corresponding non-redundant system. For
a system with a constant failure rate the improvement factor in the
active redundancy mode is 1.5 and in the stand-by mode the factor is 2.

(U) This does not indicate the full extra advantage of redun-
dancy. When a system contains considerable redundancy, the overall MTBF,
by itself, is not sufficient to characterize its reliability. Two
systems with the same MTBF could have different reliabilities; one could
have a greater MTBF than that of a second, yet its reliability could
actually be less. Other seeming anomalies could be cited.

(U) The following example illustrates the principle involved:

(U) Let there be a requirement that a function be performed
with a reliability of 0.9 for a 30 day (720 hours) period. Suppose a
module, version A, has been manufactured to perform this function. After
infant mortality failures havo seen eliminated, it is established that
its MTBF is 1895 hours. This translates into a 30 day reliability of
exp r-720/18951 - 0.68. Thus, the module is unacceptable and must be
rejected. The designer has at least two choices:

a. He could try to design a more reliable module, say
version B.with an MTBF of 6,834 hours. This would satisfy the relliability
requirement. If howe-er, the original module were designed near the
limit of present day technology, the 3.6 improvement factor In MTBF
might be either unattainable or excessively costly.

b. Alternatively, a pair of the original,.A version,
modules could be connected in the active redundancy mode. The reli-
ability of this package would be [2 exp (-720/1895)-exp(-I440/1895)'=0.9
which would also meet the specifications. In this case the MTBF would
be only 2843 hours (1.5 X 1895).

(U) Thus, two different systems have been exhibited with
different MTBF's (6834 and 2843) but with the same reliability (0.9).

(U) If, further, a new module, say version C, with constant
failure rate and 4TBF of 2843 hours were constructed, its reliability
for 90 days would be only 0.75. However,version C and the aforementioned
pair of version A modules are two systems with the sam KTBF (2843) but

14 CONFIDENTIAL
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(U) different reliabilities (0.75 and 0.9).

(U) There are two obvious conclusions from the foregoing
argument:

a. A system specification should include both the reli-

ability and the mission period for which it applies rather than simply
the MTBF alone.

b. When the system design incorporates a degree of redun-
dancy, using the MTBF alone, and incorrectly assuming a constant failure
rate for the system, leads to a pessimistic assessment of the system's
reliability.

D. Quality of Components

(U) In the design of a modern radar, there is a trade-off between
the quality of parts used and the overall system procurement cost. For
the Navy, this has meant specifying for example: Established Reliability
(ER) level P for resistors and capacitors, JANTX level for transistors,
and MIL-M-38510 Level B for Integrated Circuits. The present section
considers the theoretical improvement attainable in system reliability
if still higher quality components were used.

(U) To ?erform the analysis in a meaningful way, it seemed best
'o choo3se a particular representative radar and to perform detailed
reliability prediction calculations based on this radar for each of two
levels of component quality. The radar selected was the ASR-8, the FAA
air terminal radar, which is being procured by the Navy in essentially
the sam rersion, designated as the AN/FPN-59. A particular advantage
of thin choice is that the detailed part-by-part system reliability data
assembled by the manufacturer, Texas Instruments, was provided by the
FAA.

(U) A!though the radar was not procured under Navy specifications,
the resistors and capacitors approximate N or P level Established (ER)
components, the transistors are JAM IX or even in some cases JANTXV and
the manufacturer screens and "burn-in" IC's to a level equivalent to
MIL-M 38510 Level B-2, or B-1. Thus, the ASR-8 is an example of a
system with good quality parts, similar in quality to that recommended
for present naval radars.

(U) Aside from the antenna and the central/data link subsystems
the ASR-8 is capable of operating as a dual channel system (Fig. 5 ).
The system includes two vaveguide-transmitte -receiver-processor chains
of equipment, operated in parallel. Even in those subsystems which are
not paralleled (antenna assembly and controls) there is considerable
internal redundancy. Moreover, the system is capable of performing its

15 CONFIDENTIAL
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(U) mission with only one channel functioning (Fig. 6). In this mode its
theoretical MTBF is approximately 635 hours. This is near the limits
attainable from conventional design and manufacturing prccesses. A more
detailed description of the system and its reliability implications
appear in NRL Memorandum Report 3719.8

(U) A second reliability calculation was nade for the ASR-8
assuming NASA-like components. Specifically, all resistors and
capacitors were assumed to be S-Level, all transistors JANTXV quality
and all IC's specified as belonging to MIL-M3510 Level A. DIP (dual-
in-line package) switches, waveguide components, connectors and electro-
mechanical devices such as motors, and fans were not changed. Whether

these extremely high quality parts are Commercially available, whether
a manufacturer would be willing to produce the required quantity and
what the price might be was not considered. Nor was the cost of the
manufacturer's buying moderate level .parts and screening to obtain the
highest quality estimated.

(U) With these higher quality components, an ASR-8 in the single
series chain (singlethread) mode of operation would have a projected
MTBF of 1319 hours if superior quality electronic parts were used
(Table IV). In other words, the intrinsic MTBF of the present system
can be improved by at most a factor of about 2, by resorting to NASA-
like specifications. The failure rates and MTBF's for the basic &ub-
systems are shown in Table V.

(U) There are additional but minor improvements possible. If all
potentiometers were eliminated and replaced by fixed resistors, the MTBF
would theoretically improve to about 1485 hours. Elimination of the DIP
switches in the processor would raise the MTBF to a projected 1604 hours.
Any further increase with the same design would require improved
connectors, RF plumbing and electromechanical device in general. The
results are summarized in Table IV.

(U) In its single channel mode of operation the ASR-8 is not a

truly single thread system. There are two antenna drive motors where
one would be sufficient and the control/power assembly has redundant
pulse shapers, line compensators and DC power supplies. By removing
these last vestiges of redundancy, a completely single thread "Reference
radar" can be derived. The failure rates for the major subsystems are
shown in Table V. It can be seen in Table IV that there is little
difference between the MTBF's of the original ASR-8 single channel radar
and the Reference radar. Subsequent analysis in this report will be
based upon the latter radar, although data for the actual ASR-8 will be
presented when appropriate.

18 CONFIDENTILL
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(U) TABLE IV

IMPACT OF'C(O{PONENT

QUALITY ON SYSTEM MTBF (U)

SYETEM'MTBF
(HOURS)

Si.ngle Channel Single Thread
Comporept Quality* ASR-8 Reference Radar

Average Quality 635 609

High Quality 1319 1259

High Quality Without Potent. 1485 1409

High Quality Without Potent.

and DIP Switches 1604 1516

(U) TABLE V

MTBF and Failure Rate for Each of the Major
Sub-Units of the Single Chain Reference Radar (U)

Failure Rate(per hr(X 10 Re) MT f eHrs)

Radar Stadard High Quality Standard High Quality
Sub-Units Components Compodents Components Components

Antenna 92 92 10$870 10,870

Wave Guide
installation 11 90,909 90909

Transmitter 277 181 3,610 5,525

Receiver 200 120 5,000 8,333

Processor 905 322 1,105 3,106

Controls/Power/
Data Link i56 60 6,410 14,706

TOrTAL SYSTEM 609 1,259

19 CONFIDENTIAL
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E. Maintenance Free (Unattended) Radar

(U) The MTBF of a system is merely one of a number of system
parameters related to its average availability, i.e., the percentage of
the time that a system is capable of pcrforming its major functions.

(U) For a system that is fully iperational at the start of a
mission, the NrBF is the mean time to first failure. There is a statis-
tical distribution of first failure times, however. During its useful
life time, the probability of a system failing before a time equal to
its MTF is 0.632. There is as much as a 107% chance it will fail before
it has operated 10% of it.. MTBF.

(U) The availability of a system A(t),. is the probability that it
is capable of being fully operational. Availability thus depends on both
the maintainability (ease of repair and adequacy of logistics) as well
as the reliability. As time increases from the initial installation of
the system, the availability, A(t), tends toward a limiting value, A,
independent of the time.

A = MTBF/MDT

or A = MTBF/MTTR + MLT

where MDT = mean down time

MTTR - mean time to repair

MLT mean logistics time (mean tine awaiting
spares)

(U) It follows that system availability can be improved either by
increasing the reliabtlity (MTBF) or decreasing the lown time (MDT). The
Navy has struggled for years with the problem of maintaining increasingly
complex equipment with less than adequately prepared personnel; the
achievement of satisfactory logistics is an on-going and ever mnre
difficult problem.

(U) Present and emerging technology in sol.d state transmitters,
digital circuitry and fault-tolerant architectures suggest consideration
of the concept of a maintenance free radar. Under this concept, there
would be no maintenance for the duration of a prescribed mission.
Although the initial acquisition system cost would increase, the total
life cycle cost could be less and the system availability could increase
dramatically.

(U) Mission periods of 30 days to a year have been suggested for
the radar to operate with a reliability of 0.9. A 30 day missiun would
require an MTBF of 6834 hours, & 90 day mission an MTBF of 20,501 hours

20 CONFIDENTIAL
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(U) and a one year mission an MTBF of 83,143 hours-all for single thread
systems. It should be noted that an unattended radar with a reliability
of 0.9 for a given period of time, actually has an average availability
of 0.95.

(U) Several studies have been made to study the feasibility of this
concept. It appears that there is a potential for achieving a 90 day
system (References 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13)with available technology.

(U) It is instructive to consider the actual probabilities for the
Reference radar to survive 30 or 90 days. These are shown in Table VI;
they vary from 0.31 to 0.63 for 30 days and 0.03 to 0.25 for 90 days.
Clearly, surviving 30 days is urlikely and surviving 90 days is extremely
unlikely.

(U) Finally, again assuming that a reliability of 0.9 is a goal
for maintenance free operation, the maximum mission time for which this
goal can be achieved is shown in Table VIi. Thus, the present ASR-8 will
I- expected to operate failure-free for 2.8 days and even with the best

of ccmponents coule be expected to last no more than 7 days.

(U) It is evident from tae preceding analysis that even one of the
best of todays radars cannot become a maintenance free radar solely by
replacing eve=zy component with a much higher quality equivalent. For a
radar to have a 0.9 reliability of surviving 30 days without a failure,
its MTBF must be 6834 hours and for 90 days its MTBF must be 20,501
hours. These are each far greater than the 1604 hours, the best extrapo-
lated value for the present system.

(U) TABLE VI

Effect of Component Quality and System

Reliability (Single Channel Operation) (U)

System Reliability

30 Day Mission 90 Day Mission

Present Reference Reference
Component Quality ASR-8 System ASR-8 System

Standard Component 0.32 0.31 0.03 0.03

High Quality 0.58 0.57 0.19 0.18

High Quality-No Potent. 0.62 0.60 0.23 0.22

High Quali'*y-No Potent.-
No DIP Switches 0.64 0.63 0.26 0.25
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(U) TABLE VII

Maximum Mission Time (Days) for which Reliability of

System is 0.9 (Single Channel Operation) (U)

Present Reference

Component Quality ASR-8 System

Standard Ccmponent 2.8 2.7

High Quality 5.8 5.5

High Quality-No Potent. 6.5 6.2

High Quality-No Potent.
No DIP Switches 7.0 6.7

F. Redundancy

(U) The present section considers the increased reliability a

system can attain through redundancy. Again the reference radar derived

from the ASR-8 will be considered. The approach will be based on the
maintenance free concept; if one module of a redundant pair fails, it is

not repaired during the mission of interest.

(U) Before proceeding, it is of interest to contrast this approach
with that of the actual ASR-8 philosophy. When one of the two redundant
channels does fail the operator takes it off-line, leaving the other
channel to perform most of the relevant radar functions. Highly skilled
maintenance technicians then work to repair the fault and return the
subsystem to operation, with a MTTR of I hour. This redundancy-with-repair
concept requires extremely good logistics and highly trained personnel.

It has produced an availability for the ASR-8 of 0.999; the radar is off
the air less than I hour in a whole ycar. The effective ?MKF for the
system is in excess of "0,000 hours.

(U) The Reference radar configured as a dul channel, system
(Fig. 5), has a maintenance free reliability of 0.54 for a 30 day mission
and a reliability of only 0.07 for a 90 day umission. Use of the High

Quality components would increase the first figure to 0.80 and the second
figure to 0.35 (Table VIII).

(U) In the present system, failure of a subsystem in one chain,

e.6., the receiver means the whole waveguide-transamitter-receiver-pro-
cessor chain mst be replaced. A more efficient use of the Prmo subsystem
(in fact, with one less waveguid# assembly is shown in Fig. 7. Here the

22 CONFIDEWIAL
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(U) two transmitters, the tvo receivers, the two processors are each can-
nected i.n parallel to each other. This permits replacement of a single
sub-assembly instead of a chain of four sub-assemblies. The reliability
increases ;o 0.62 for a 30 day mission and to 0.11 for a 90 day mission.
Further improvement is possible with the use of high quality components.
The 30 day mission vould have a reli&bility of 0.84 and the 90 day a
reliabili'ty of 0.46 (Table VIII).

(U) TABLE Vill

Reliability for the Dual Channel Reference Radar
with Various Degrees of Redundancy (U)

30 Day Mission' 90 Day Mission

Standard High Standard High
Radar Components Qualit7 Components Quality

Configuration Components Components

"Dual Channel" but vith
1 Waveguide Assembly 0.54 0.80 0.07 0.35

Redundancy at Sub-System
Level 0.62 0.84 0.11 0.46

Redundancy at Sub-Sub-
System Level (I Antenna) 0.89 0.90 0.62 0.70

Redundancy at Sub-Sub-
System Level"
(2 Antennas Active) 0.93 0.95 0.72 0.73

(U) Still further reliability can be achieved by the incorporation
of redundancy at a lover level, i.e., dualisation of circuits within the
major subsystems. It should be emphasized that it is not proposed that
the following changes Phould be made in the present system; the analysis
is made merely to indicatel the credibility of a redundant approach to
system reliability. Moreover there are other redundancy techniques
applicable to a more modular radar that do not require 100% replication.
Nevertheless, the calculations that follow are considered to lead to a
reasonable bench mark.

(U). The reliability model of the ASR-8 consists of a serial chain
of six basic subsystems,.antenna, waveguide installation, transmitter,
receiver, processor and controls/poaer including data link. In turn each
of these is divided further into sub-subsystem. In all,there are 103 of
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(U) these sub-subsystems. Some of these are already fully or partially
dualized with provision for repairing a failed unit while the good unit
Is still operational. For the reference radar, no repair is permitted.
Other assemblies can clearly be dualized, e.g., power supplies, .RF
drivers, PRF generators. Still other assemblies such as the duplexers,
TR limiters, panel assemblies have been left as single threads.

(U) An example of a group of sub-subassemblies is shown in Fig. 8.
Here the receiver is decomposed into its basic sub-subassemblies together
with their failure rates. The redundancy model assumes active redundancy
for 12 of the 18 shown. Only the Module Rack Assy.,the COHO Crystal Assy,
the TR Limiter, the Isolator, the Attenuator and the RF Switch remain as

single thread items.

(U) Altogether in the anlysis 78 "units" were dualized (operating

redun-ancy) and 25 "units" were left unchanged. Again, the reliability
for two different mission periods, 30 days and 90 days and for the two
quality levels of components previously defined were calculated. These
results are also listed in Table vIII. Failure rates tor the major sub-
systems are shown in Table IX and the correspo.%ding reliabilities for
30 and 90 day nissions are shown in Table XIII.

(U) For the 30 day mission, the reliability for the system with
standard parts is 0.8. Use of highest quality parts would only increase
the reliability to 0.90. For the 90 day mission the reliability using
standard parts is 0.62 and is increased to 0.70 when high quality parts
are used.

(U) This is in contrast to the results for single channel operation
(Table VI) where the effect of high quality parts is to double the 30 day
reliability (0.32 to about 0.6) and to increase the 90 day reliability
sevenfold (0.03 to 0.20).

(U) It appears that a radar can be constructed to operate main-
tenance free for 30 days. A 90 day mission seems marginally achievable,
using the preceding analysis.

(U) It should be recalled that the ASR-8 is, in fact, a dual channel
system with approximately twice the number of parts of the single channel
version. Thus the preceding hypothetical redundancy design would not
lead to an unreasonably sized radar.

(U) Further, the results are consistent with the results of the
"unattended" radar study by Raytheon. 13 In that study the base line single
thread system has a theoretical 1MTSF of 1050 hours. It is a much more
modular radar with 4, maJor functional items. The 90 day reliability model
proposed does not have complete redundancy but does have redundant units
for each functional item. Its probability of surviving 90 days vithout a
failure io 0.896 as compared with 0.62 for the Reference radar. This is
consistent with the difference in the two baseline ITIFas, i.e., the
difference between 1050 hours and 609 hours.
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(U) TABLE IX

Failure Rates for each of the Major Sub-Units
of the Completely Redundant Reference Radar (U)

Failure Rate Per Hr (X 10 6 ) of Equivalent
Single Chain System

30 Day Mission 90 Day Mission

Standard High Standard High
Components Quality Components Quality

Components Components

Antenna 69 69 69 69

Wave Guide
Installation 11 11 11 11

Transmitter 31 23 40 28

Receiver 21 19 26 21

Processor 23 9 54 13

Controls/Power/
Data Link 12 7 17
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(U) TABLE X

Reliability for each of the Major Sub-Units
of the Completely Redundant Reference Radar (U)

RELIABILITY

.30 Day Mission 90 Day Mission

St andard High Standard HighRADAR

SUB-UNITS Components Quality Components Quality
Components Components

Antenna .9515 .9515 .8615 .8615

Wave Guide
Installation .9921 .9921 .9765 .9765

Transmitter .9783 .9836 .9181 .9412

Receiver .9850 .9862 .9449 .9553

Processor .9833 .9935 .8895 .9729

Controls/Power
Data Link .9913 .9947 .9649 .9821
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II. RADAR SYSTEMS

(U) General. In this section of the report, more detailed information
will be presented on specific radars. The emphasis is on operational
naval systems. For purposes of comparison, however, data is also
provided for several nonmilitary systems. A total of sixteen radars
are considered with at least one representative selected from each of
the functional categories: Airborne Early Warning, Surface Search,
Two Dimensional Air Search, Three Dimensional Air Search, Missile and
Fire Control. In addition, one satellite radar altimeter is considered.

(U) Specific MTBF's are assigned to each radar together with the
source of the estimate. It is difficult, however, to obtain a
universally agreed upon definition of how to collect data for this
parameter.

(U) Many radars do not have elapsed time meters throughout the
system. It is difficult, in these cases, to determine the number of
hours a radar has been operating. Even if there are meters, all are
not always read. Further, not all parts of a complex system will
operate at the same time.

(U) The usual MTBF for a system is calculated by assuming the
system is "up" not only during the time it is energized, but also
during the time it is in "stand-by". In this mode, it is only par-
tially energized but believed capable of being placed in operation with
little or no delay. If there are extended periods of stand-by, this
method of calculation for the MTBF can lead to an overly optimistic
value. Certainly, for example, the relatively failure prone high
power sections of the transmitter are not stressed in this mode.

(U) Again, the definition of what constitutes a failure is a
serious problem. Should all corrective maintenance actions be
considered failures? If a limited life component fails after the
contractor's recomm'nded replacement time, is it a "failure"?

(U) It is not proposed to study the problems associated with
data collection in this report. Where available, the reliability
figures for shipboard radars have been obtained from FLTAC (Fleet
Analysis Center) or NSWES (Naval Ship Weapon Systems Engineering
Station) reports. The MTBF cited is the "mean time" between failure
under continuous demand. "Continuous demand" assumes that all sub-
systems of an equipment operate with a 100% duty factor, normalized
to the same time base as necessary. It does not necessarily repre-
sent the way the system operates in practice; it is, however, both
useful in comparing systems and is believed especially relevant in
determining equipment readiness.
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(U) For airborne radars, 3-M'(Maintenance and Material Management)and RISE (Readiness Improvement Status Evaluation) data are used.These sources are believed of comparable credibility to the afore-
mentioned sources for ship radars.

(U) Finally, in a few cases, for either old-or very new radars,estimates by project engineers have been included. These are educatedjudgments but of lesser credibility than that of the other sources.
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A. Airborne Early Warning (AEW)

(U) The first systems to be presented are a series of Airborne
Early Warning (AEW) radars. The radars are the AN/APS-96, the AN/APS-
120, and the AN/APS-125. These radars are particularly appropriate
fur this report in that they demonstrate the advances that can be
made in operational capability, reliability, and maintainability.
The advances stem from a combination of factors including: years of
reliability and maintainability (R&M) improvement programs; iterative
and evolutionary design reinforced by a continuity wilthin the radar
design team that dates from approximately 1957 to the present date;
and the incorporation of new technology.

(U) The oldest radar in the series, the AN/APS-96, with approx-
imately 7,000 serial parts, evidenced MTBF's of 3.0 hours and less
during Board of Inspection and Survey (BIS) trials. The system has
been the subject of numerous R&M improvement programs, the first
really major program being the Operational Improvement Program of
1964-1965. Current operational experience with the AN/APS-96 indi-
cates MTBF's of approximately 12 hours are being experienced.

(u) The newer AN/APS-120, which has grown considerably in
complexity, is currently evidencing MTBF's on the order of 18 hours.

(U) The newest radar in the series, the AN/APS-125 is not yet
operational. The APS-125 is even more complex than the APS-120, with
a serial parts count of approximately 25,000. The APS-125 in Corpora-
tion flight operations (not Navy operational use) is reported as
indicating MTBF's in excess of 100 hours.

1. The AN/APS-96 Radar

(C) The AN/APS-96 is a search and height finding airborne early
warning radar. The AN/APS-96 was developed for use in the E-2A (old
W2F-l) twin engine, turbo-prop, carrier based aircraft. The aircraft
carries a 5 man crew, two pilots, and three men in the Airborne
Tactical Data System compartment. The aircraft typically operates at
altitudes of 6.1 to 9.1 km (20,000 to 30,000 ft.) and has an approx-
imate "on station" endurance capability of 5.0 hours.

0J) The AN/APS-96 radar together with the AN/APS-143 rotodome
antenna were first flown on the aircraft as an operating weapons
system in April 1961. In-flight the rotodome structure rotates at
6 rpm. For stowage on board carriers in the aircraft wings fold back
and the rotodome structure retracts 0.6 (2 ft.).
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(U) During BIS trials conducted in 1963-4, unofficial records
cited a radar system MTBF of 3.0 hours or less. More recent records
covering the 1976 and 1977 operational experience are contained in the
Airborne Section of the 3-M Program reports (3-M from Maintenance and
Material Management) as well as Naval Air Systems Command RISE (Readi-.
ness Improvement Summary Evaluation) reports. Table XI contains
ic;.esentative data from the 3M and RISE reports.

(U) TABLE XI

AN/APS-96 RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY (U)

Source Time Period MFHBF* MMH/MA**

3-M Jan 76 - Jun 77 12.8 8.1

RISE Mar 77 9.9 9.8

RISE Aug 77 12.9 7.7

* MFHBF - Mean Flight Hours Before Failure

**MMH/MA - Maintenance Man Hours per Maintenance Action

(U) Table XI data indicates that the system reliability as rep-
resented by the MFHBF data, and the maintainability as represented by
the MMH/MA data varies, and is a function of the chronological date
of data acquisition and the time interval over which the data acquisi-
tion process takes place. In approximate terms, the AN/APS-96 evidences
a MFHBF of aLout 12 hours and a MMH/MA of about 8 hours.

(U) There has been a continuing change in the types of mainten-
ance actions and in the types of failure as a result of varying
degrees of success in, R&M improvement programs. In the 1961 to 1965
time period some of the major problems were:

(a) inoperative auto-tune mechanisms for the final power amplifier

(b) pulse compression circuit stabIlity

(c) antenna sidelobe clutter response

(d) arcing and breakdown in final output cavity

(e) failures of the output power meter

Most of the cited problems have been eliminated by redesign and new
technology. Major antenna sidelobe problems were initially relieved
by the combination of raising the rotodome antenna to a more elevated
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(U) position relative to the fuselage of the aircraft and by replacing
the metal (upper-half) vertical stabilizers of the aircraft tail with
fiberglass-plastic material. The auto-tune problem was relieved
through incorporation of broad-band input circuitry for the final
power amplifier.

(L) In 1977 AN/APS-96 problems for which improvements are being
evaluated or implemented are:

(a) trigger pulse amplifier

(b) a modulator and set controls

(c) matched filter improvement

(d) provision of a solid state synchronizer and trigger beam

(U) Table XIa is a general listing of the AN/APS-96 operating
parameters, characteristics, and general information.

(U) A block diagram of the radar is shown in Fig. 9, and the
external appearance of the aircraft is shown in Fig. 10.

2. The AN/APS-120 Radar

(C) The AN/APS-120 is a search and height finding airborne early
warning radar. The AN/APS-120 was developed by essentially the same
General Electric design team responsible for the predecessor AN/APS-96

and AN/APS-111 (XN-1) AEW radar systems. The AN/APS-120 incorporates
many of the techniques and features demonstrated in the experimental
AN/APS-lll(XN-l) flight test program. Differences between the AN/APS-

120 and the older, operational AN/APS-96 are: incorporation of a
coaxitron power amplifier for stability, reliability and elimination
of the electro-mechanical tuning actuators; and AN/APS-171 Antenna
Croup with sum and difference channels; and a linear, quartz, dis-
persive delay line for matched filter pulse expansion and compression.

(C) The advanced design features incorporated in the AN/APS-120
permit the detection of targets at longer ranges and in more severe
clutter. In spite of the greatly increased system complexity, 19,000
parts vs. 7000 for the AN/APS-96, the reliability and maintainability
of the AN/APS-120 has been improved significantly over that of the
AN/APS-96. Recent RISE data indicates that in operational service the
AN/APS-120 is averaging MFHBF's of about 18 hours, and MMH/MA's of

about 7 hours.

(U) Table XII lists major operating parameters, performance data,
and other technical information of the AN/APS-120.
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(C) TWALE XI&

AN/APS-96 Radar Parameters (U)

FUNCTION: search and height finding ANGLE COVERl. c (des): HORZ. 360
for airborne early varning.

VERT. 20

SCAN RATE: HIRZ. 6 rpmFREQUENCY RANGE (Hz): 406 - 450 VERT. N/A

PEAK POWR (k): 1 SECTOR SC,%i RATE: N/A

AVERA.C-- l R (W): 3840 AbTNA WEIGHT Ckg): 1044 (2300 lbS.)
TrRA.SMIT PULSE LENGTH 4(g): 12.8 BEAri POSITIONIING TECHNIQUES:

1012.. mechanical
COIPRESSED PULSE LENGTH (Ws): 0.2 PERT fica

VERT. fixed
PtLSE RATE (pps): 300 LOSING TYPE: N/A

TRA+NSHITTER TYPE: coherent master LOSING RATE (lz): N/A
osillator, power amplifier

CACLAE DETCTION RUMG ON 1MTARGET (,et): 85 (157kn)
OLrPUT TUBE: 6952 (4605V2), coaxial
beam pover tetrode ANGUIM ACCURACY- N/AEMISSION BANWIDTH (kHz) : 6000

GROSS lJEIG' ~ (kg): 1701 (3750 16)
WAVEFORM: pulsed, linear FM(scepped)

MANUF.ACTURER General ElectricIF FREQUENCY 001:z): 122.5, 30

NUMER (afl/oper): 60/60IF BA I~T (1cz) : 5000

NAVY COGNIZANT CONE: NAVAIR 5333D3•SENSITIVITY (dim): -115

TECHNICAL MANUALS: NAVAIR 1 -85,NOISE FIGURE (dB): 4 VDA-76.1
OUTPUT DATA: PPZ, Headset NOMENCLATURE ASSIGYIENT DATE: 1957
SPECIAL SIGNAL PROCESSING: pulse NUMBER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS USED: 7000(1)
compression, AMTI

WI3 (theo/oper): /12.8(2)

A.ENN',+ yp: retarded wave andfitre KIT: 8.1(2)
A"TENNA SIZE: 0.76M x 73M (2.5'x 24') HIGH FAILURE KATE ITEMS: receiver,

0ignal Comparator, delay line, trigger
ANTENNA GAIN (d8): 21.5 pulse amplifier

POLARIZATION: horizontal MAXIMUM VOLTAGE: 30kv

BEAMWIDT8 (deg): 1ORZ. 7 A.C. POWER CONSUMPTION: lgkVA

VERT. 20

(1) General Electric estimate
(2) 3-M data for Jan 76 through June 76
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3. The AN/APS-125 Radar

(C) The AN/APS-125 is the third and latest in a siries of General
Electric Company radars developed for use in the Grumman Aerospace
Corporation E-2 carrier based aircraft. The AN/APS-125 is not yet
operational, 'and reliability data is -based on General Electric and
Grumman operatiag experience. The AN/APS-125 incorporates recent
advanced technology features such as an improved pulse compressioil
device, auxiliary sidelobe cancelling antennas-and receivers, and
significantly improved reliability and maintainability. The AN/APS-
125 is the first in this series of Naval AEW radars to include a
contractural requirement for a minimum 100 hour MTBF capability.
The AN/APS-125 is also the first of the series for which each produc-
tion system must pass a 100 hour system burn-in under cycled vibra-
tion, temperature, and operate periods.

(" The MTBF and maintainability data shown in Table XIII are
not of the same category as cited for the AN/APS-96 and AN/APS-120.
The A./APS-125 data Is based on three systems, only one of which is
operating in an E-2 aiicraft, and in each case the systems are
operated and maintained by contractor personnel.

(C) The block diagrams for the AN/APS-]20 and the AN/APS-125 are
essentially identical with that for the AN/APS-96. There is also no
difference in external appearance of the aircraft fitted with the
three -adars. A photograph of the APS-125 in its factory test posi-
tion is shown in Fig. 11.
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(C) TABLE XII

AN/APS-120 Radar Parameters (U) -

tMCrTIO: search and heignt finding ANGLE COVERAGE (deg): hORZ. 360

for airborne early yarning VERT. 20

SCAN RATE: RO . 6 rp&

FREQLt.CY RANG& (MUz): 406-450 VERT.. N/A

PEAK POJER (kW): 1000 SECTOR SCAN RATE: N/A

AVERAGE POW'ER ()" 38.0 ANTENNA WEIGHT (kg): 1044 (2300 lhs.)

TRASX T .LSE LENGTH (S): 12.8 W POSITIONING TECHIQS:

ROZ. mechanical scan
CGMPRESSED PULSE LENGTR (;is): 0.2 VERT. fixed

PULSE RATE (pps): 298-303.5 LOBING TYPE: N/A

AM YS1IE ?TPIE: coherent master L],ING RATE (Hz): N/A
oscillator, poer mlifier 2

CALCULATE D D ICrIoN RANGE ON' 1-

TARGET (-l): 120 (2221m)
OUTPT ." "1,'BU: €oaultroi

ANGUL.A ACCURACY: N/A
EMISSION MANWIDTW Cf): 6250

GROSS WEIGHT (kg): 1952 (4300 lbs.)
•WAVEFORN: pulsed, linear FM

XANUFACTURER: General Electric
IF FREQUENCY 064:): 30

NMER (mfg/oper): 34/34
IT B&WIMITW (Hug): 6250

NAVY COGNZANT COW: FKA 231
SEISITIVTTT (dim): -121 (manal made)

TECHNICAL MNUALS: GAC
POISE FIRZ (dl): 4

OUTPUT DATA: video for PPI display, NOMECLATUR ASSIGNME'NT DATE: 1969
automatic detection
PCmIAL STGCAL ROCEr'SING: pulse NUMBER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS USED: 19,0'OO '
compression, AWI, displaced phase
center antenna, staggered PRY KTMF (theo/ol.r): 77/17.5(2)

AFTE- TYPE: Yagi arrayT: 8.0(2)

RICH RFAILURE RATS .1TMS: signal
AXTITIA SIZE,: 0.16M x 13P (2.5'x 24') comparator, receiver, pulse generator

A'TEVA GAIN (d): 22

POLAIZATION: horisontal MAX!'1qM VOLTAGE: MV

3KAMW71 (deg), NMZ. 6.6A.C. PMIR CONSU14PTIO$: 21kVA

VERT. 20

(1) C 40ral iecirte estimate

(2) 1-N data for Ja 76 through Juna 76
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(C) TABLE XIII

AN/APS-125 Radar ParmeLers (U)

F1UCT!O.: overland and overuater search A.CNLE COVERAGE (deg)- IORZ. 360
anZ h'.ight findiug for airborne early VERT 20
warning

FREQUENCY Lk:;:E (Mfz): 406 - 450 SCAN RATE: NZ. 6 rpm

PEAK P(WER (kW: 1000 VET. MIA

AVERAGE PER (W): 3840 SECT(It SCAN RATE: /A

TRANSIT PULSE LE11CTR (;As): 12.8 ANTENNA UEIGHr (k 1058 (2331 lbs.)
excluding pedestal

COMPRESSED PLUE LENGTH (.is): 0.2 BEAN POSITIObiNG TECNIQUES:

H)RZ. mechanical scan
P LSE RATE (PPS): 298 - 303.5 VET. MIA

TRANSMITTER TYPE: coherent uaster LOBING TYPE: MIA
oscillator, power amplifier

LOBING RATE (H): IiAOTrPUTr TUSE: co~i tron2
CALCULATED DMTCTTCM RANCE 00 I-',

EMISSION 1AICJIDTIH (kHz): 6250 TARGET (mi): 135

WAVEFO24: pulsed, linear FM ANCLLAM ACCURACY: 0.380 to 1°

IF FREQUENCY (M0z): 30 GROSS WEICr (kg): 2022 '4454 lbs.).

IF AIWIDTN (kHf): 6250 lMANFACTURR: General Electric

SENS1TVITT (de): -121 WUIER (ofloprr): 10iS

n I G = NOvu ( l: 4 NVY CO NIrT. CO W: VA 231

OUTPUT DATA: video for PPI, atomaic TIC UCAL WAXZALS:
detection

SPECIAL SIGNAL PROCSSIN: side lobe
cancellation, coherent 3 pulse digital ?4G NC1ATU. ASSICN'T DATE:
AK~rl, 16 pulse FFT, scan to scan target NL'KIEt OF EUCTRONC PARTS USED: 24,243

NMIF (theo/oper): 109/22.6(1)

ATIXM SIZE: 0.76. z 73. (2.5'x 24')
MrTE: 12.2 ( 2

AXTENA GAI NOd) 22 NICK FAILUR? RATZ MWllS so pattern

POTARIZATION: h riso.tal

SZMYIDt1 (deg): 1001. 6.6 MAXIMM VOLTAC: 25kV

"AT. 20 A.C. PHE3 COU0 iLTO 25kVA

(I) Aatema pedestal weights 10"S (111S lbs.)
(2) MSA Report M y-Jet 1977. % fsliht toue letsen

dfilateaaeee Attie)
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B. Surface Search

(U) The surface search function of the Navy is handled princi-
pally by the SPS-10 and the SPS-55. The SPS-10 is a conventional C
band magnetron radar of a type that has been on many naval ships
throughout the world since the 1940's. The SPS-55 is an outgrowth of

civilian and coast guard radars built within a weight constraint and
with a low level of complexity. Transmitters of this group are
generally based on a magnetron tube since good MTI performance is
usually not required to distinguish large ships from the sea, and
since a magnetron design minimizes cost, weight, and the required
peak pulse voltage. The radars of the SPS-55 type have traditionally

been quite reliable, because they are of modest power, low complexity
and of a well proven design. The more recent versions such as the Decca
commercial radar are virtually all solid-state, the magnetron itself
being the principle exception.

1. AUN/SPS-IO

(U) The A/SPS-lO is a surface search radar that operates over

the C-band frequencies of 5450 to 5825 MHz. The antenna is an open
mesh truncated parabolic reflector illuminated by a feed horn sup-
ported by a boom that extends from beneath the lower edge of the

reflector, see Fig. 12. Typically, the transmitter and receiver for
the system are mounted below decks, so that the weight of equipment
mounted at the top of the mast is minimized.

(U) Fig. 13 is a block diagram of the radar, and Table XIV

lists pertinent operating parameters and performance data.

(U) It is difficult to get current reliability data on the SPS-lO.
FLTAC (Fleet Analysis Center) does not follow the system and the
3-M data, developed for logistics purposes, is not ideally structured
for reliability analyses. Informal conversation with the program
managers, reveals that reasonable radar reliability has been obtained
considering the age of its design and the length of time the systems
have been operational. Currently, there is a problem obtaining
replacement transmitting tubes since the original tube type is no
longer In production.

(U) High failure rate items for the SPS-10 have included the
pulse forming network, the pulse transformer, the AFC, and the problems
associated with the aging of system components. The system reliability
in terms of operational ITBF is estimated to be 180 hours. The same

source, (WAVSEA 65242) estimates current HTTR an between 5 and 6 hours.
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(U) In 1977 a program was initiated to build a modern version of

the SPS-10, the SPS-XX. This is the so-called "solid state" version,
although it should be understood that the output device is still a
tube, a magnetron. The magnetron is of the coaxial type, and not
similar to the types originally used with the SPS-10. One of the
principal objectives of the program is to develop a radar making
maximum use of the Standard Electronic Modules (SEM) developed by
the Naval Avionics Facility, Indianapolis (NAFI). Since these conform
to a form, fit, and function concept, an individual chassis can
generally be replaced by a more modern design as new components become
available.

2. AN/APs-55

(C) The SPS-55 is a modern surface search and-navigation radar
developed as a replacement for the SPS-10 radar. The antenna is a
slotted waveguide. With the exception of the transmitter magnetron,
the SPS-55 is a solid-state radar. The system operates in X-band,
9.05 to 10 GHz. The original system was developed by Raytheon, and
a subsequent production contract was awarded to Cardion Electronics.
A total of 36 systems have been manufactured, To date only 18 of

these systems are in operation in the fleet. Even though the radars
are equipped with elapsed time meters, gross MTBF data is not readily
available, The most readily Lvailable reliability data on this radar
is that compiled on a system at the Cardion plant. The Cardion oper-
ating data seems to confirm the 700 hour MTBF predicted for the radar
by MIL-HDBK-217B computations. The factory environment is, of course,
benign, and the radar is maintained by Cardion engineers and tech-
nicians. The best estimate by the NAVSEA project office is for an
MTBF of 600 hours with the operational radars but there is still
little analysis of the data.

(U) A block diagram of the SPS-55 is shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 15
is a photograph of the various SPS-55 sub-system units. Table XV is
a listing of operating and performance parameters, together with other
pertinent and appropriate information.
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-- IFF

INTERCONNECTING BOX FILTER. BAND SUPPRESSION
(IFF FILTER)

ANTENNA ASSEMBLY

MODULATOR. RADAR POWER SUPPLY R- E-RM ITTER; RADAR

FILTER. BAND SUPPRESSION

(RF LINE.FILTER)
(RF INEFILER)ADAPTER, INDICATOR CONTROL. RADAR SET

VOLTAGE REGULATOR
PWERI

INDICATORS

FIs. 12 (U) - AN/SPS-IO radar (U)
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(U) TABLE XIV

ANISPS-lO Radar Parameters (U)

FUNCTION: surface search radar ANGLE COVERAGE (deg): HORZ. 360

VERT. 5

FREQUENCY RANGE (MHz): 5450 -5825 SCAN RATE: HORZ. 15

PEAY POWER (kw): 285 VERT. N/A

S£CTmt SCAN RATE: N/A
AVERAGE POWER (0i): 50 - 241 "

ANTENNA WEIGHT Cks) : 190 (420 lbs. )
TRANSMIT PULSE" LENGTH (4s): 0.25 - 1.3

COMPRESSED PULSE tENGTIJ (us): N/A BEAM POSITIONING TEC1.flQUES:
HORZ. mechanical

PULSE RATE (pps):" 625 - 650 VERT N/A

TRANSMITTER TYPE:- magnetron OBING TYPE: N/A

"LOBI RATE (Hz): N/A
OUTPUT TUBE: QK 235

CALCLATED DETECTION RANGE ON 1-m 2

EMISSION BANDWIDTH (kz): 500 TARGET (nmi): 19.2 Swerling 0

WAVEFORM: pulsed carrier ANGULAR ACCURACY: N/A

IT FREQUENCY (MHz): 30 GROSS WEIGHT (kg): 624 (1375 lbs.)

IF RANDWIDTH (kiz):* 1000, 5000 MANTURER: Sylvania, Weston ( 1 )

SENSITIVITY (dBw) -96, -103 NUMBER (wfg/oper): 400/400(2)

NOISE FIGURE (dB).- 14 NAVY CC.NIZANT CODE: NAVSEA - 65242

OUTPUT DATA: video to Opt TE'CHNICAL MANUALS:

SPECIAL SIGNAL PROCESSING: NOMENCLATURE ASSIGNMENT DATE: 1960

NUMBER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS USED: 2106(1)
ANTENNA TYPE: truncated parabolic
reflector MTBF. (theoloper): /80 (2)
ANTENNA SIZE: 0.8. x 3.2a (2.5's 10') SMTT: -5.5 (2)

ANTENNA GAIN (dB) : 32 RICH FAILURE RATE ITEM: pulse forming
POLRIZATION: horis otal network, pulse transformer, AFC, and

accumulated aging of system components

IANIIDT (dog): IO=E. 1.5 MAXIM VOLTAGE: -20kV

VERT. 5. A.C. P0WER CONSUMPTION: 3500 W

(1) Ther, are about 173 of the 3 version manufactured by Sylvania,
175 of the F version manufactured by Weston, end the rest of by
various meufaoturers.

(2) MVSZA estimate.
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DUMMY ROTARY LINEAR CRUA

ARRAYEA HORIZONTAL

SET FITREH I

LOG 8 BROAD
AMPLIFIERS BANDWIDTH

GEN AMPLIFIERS OUTPUTS

Fig. 14 (M)- AN/SPS-55 block diagram (U)
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I ECHO BOX MICROWAVE PACKAGE

- .. IMICROWAVE COMPONENT ASSEMBLY ANTENNA

RADAR SET CONTROL

TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER

Fig. 15 (U) -AN/SPS-55 radar (U)
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(C) TABLE XV

AN/SPS-55 Radar Parameters (U)

FUNCTION: surface search radar ANGLE COVERAGE (deg): HORZ. 360
VERT. 20

FREQUENCY RANGE (MHz): 9050 - 10,000 SCAN RATE: HORZ. 16 *I rpm

PEAK POWER (kW): 130 VER. N/A

AVERAGE POWER (W): 67/225 SECTOR SCAN ITE: N/A

TRANSMIT PULSE LENGTH (as): 0.1, 1 
ANTENNA WEIGHT Ckg): 27.2 (60 lb.)

(1)

COMPRESSED PULSE LENGTH (vis): N/A BEAM POSITIONING TECHNIQUES:
HORZ. N/A

PULSE RATE (pps): 2250/750 VERT. N/A

TRANSMITTER TYPE: tuneable magnetron LOBING TYPE: N/A

LOSING RATE (Hz): N/A
OUTPUT TUBE: QKM 1792 CALCULATED DETECTION RANGE ON 1-m2

EMISSION BANDWIDTH (kHz): 12,000 TARGET (mi): 8.3 (15.4 kin) swerling

WAVEFORM: pulsed carrier type 1
ANGULAR ACCURACY- 10

IF FREQLENCY (MHz): 60 GROSS WEIGHT (kg): 526 (1134 lbs.)

IF BANDWIDTH (kHz): 12,000 MANUFACTURER. Cardion Electronics

SENSITIVITY (dBm): -102, -93 NUMBER (.fg/oper): 36/18 as of Jun 77

NOISE FIGURE (dB): 10 NAVY COGNzZANT CODE: NAVSEA - 65242

OUTPUT DATA: video TECHNICAL MANUALS: NAVSEA 0967-LP-531-

5010
SPECIAL SIGNAL PROCESSING: ST C, NCENCLATURE ASSIGIENT DATE: 1967

LOG, LIN LOG

NUMBER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS USED: 2717(2)

ANTENNA TYPE: back-to-back, end-fed,
linear arrays MTBF (theo/oper): 714/600(2)
ANTENNA SIZE: 1.9. x 0.2m (6' x 0.5') '2'

MTTR: 0.33''2
ANTENNA GAIN (dB): 31 HIGH FAILURE RATE ITEM5: TI tube,

POLARIZATION: horizontal, circular 
thyratron

BEAMWIIDTH (deg): HORZ. 1.2 to 1.50 MAXIMUM VOLTAF: 20kV

VERT. 20
°  A.C. POW'ER CONSUlPTION: 2.875kVA

(1) With pedestal antenna weight 88.5kg (195 lbs.)
(2) Estimate of project engineer.
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C. .2D Radars

(C) The two dimensional (range and bearing), 2D radars are the
primary systems for air target acquisition by the Navy. They were
among the earliest radars developed for use at sea, and still the
first line of defense against attacking aircraft. The SPS-40, in its
various versions, is being used on a great majority of the larger
naval ships. It is a 400 MHz radar using tetrodes to generate its
microwave power. Originally it did not have an MTI capability but
throughout a long series of modifications by many different vendors,
has progressed to a coherent canceller with 30 dB of cancellation.
Even though the radar is a relatively simple one it has not had a
history of being reliable. Part of the-problem was caused by the use
of a considerable number of vacuum tubes and devices such as mechanical
relays, that may have relatively short lives. The original design was
performed in a very different climate with respect to reliability,
than prevails today. No reliability projections were made and
apparently little was done to assure that-either the MTBF was large
or the MTTR small. The principle factors that the radar has in its
favor are a relatively straightforward design, a moderate level of
complexity, and a long history of modifications that have tended to
remove many of the more troublesome circuits and components.

(C) The replacement for many of the SPS-40's will be the SPS-49.
This is a radar that uses the high UHF band frequencies, 850 to 942 MHz.
The development of tbis radar started in the early 1960's but the
commitment and funding were uneven. In the early 1970's after two
or three years of being somewhat ignored, the development cycle was
accelerated. An almost completely new design evolved in which many
of the analog circuits were replaced by digital circuits, and sub-
stantial changes were made in the antenna, pedestal, etc.

1' AN/SPS-40

(C) The AN/SPS-40 series radars (40, 40A, 40B, 40C, 40D) are
designed as lightweight, high power, early warning, two-dimensional,
air search radars for use on n-',al vessels varying in size from
destroyer escorts to the imaller aircraft carriers. The system
operates in the UHF frequency region (400-450 MHz) with a peak power
of 200 KW and an average power of 3600 W. Fig. 16 is a photograph
of the subsystems of the SPS-40; a block diagram is shown in Fig. 17;
Table XVI lists pertinent operating parameters and performance data.
These radars are capable of free space ranges up to 90 nml, have 10
operational channels, and MTI (moving target information). Target
range information is displayed on an A-scope, and video signals are
provided for presentation of target range and bearing on associated
PPI units.
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(U) The A N/SPS-4OB, 40C, and 40D radars have a LFDM (low flying
detection mode) that uses an uncompressed short pulse as an alternate
mode of operation to the compressed pulse LRN (long range mode). The

.LFDM is designed to provide a close-in detection capability against
fast, small, low altitude air targets in a heavy clutter environment.
The S/SPS-40C radar is a field change conversion of the A/SPS-40
radar to the A.%/SPS-40B configuration; the AN/SPS-40D radar is a
field change conversion of the AN.-SPS-40A radar to the AW/SPS-40B
configuration.

(U) The radar is narnally operated from a control and range

indicator located in the CIC (combat-information-center). In addition,

remote-local switching permits operation of the radar set from the

equipment room.

(U) A common IFF and radar feed illuminates an antenri reflector,
thereby eliminating the requirement for the attachment of a separate
IFF antenna.

(U) The pulse compression is by analog techniques and uses a
steel line.

(U) The AN/SPS-40B, 40C and 40D sets will contain a digital MTI
thits pro-,ditng improved target discrinination against clutter from sea
or shore returns,

(U) In its early years the AN/SPS-40 had a poor reliability
record. The cost of maintaining this equlpment to achieve an accept-
able availability level was high, and the down time was excessive.
Four basic causes for the various failures of the AN/SPS-40 were:

I) Inadequate heat dissipation

2) Part overstress

3) Inadequote personnel tra.ning

4) Inadequate equipment design

(V) The systeim has been the sublect of numerous and extensive
"gct vell" and Improvement prograss. The present A.N/SPS-OB version
haA an Improved MTI73 of 200 hours.
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2. A-NiSPS-49

(U) The first production modelof the AN/SPS-49program is just
being completed (Mar. 1978). It will be put through temperature
cycling and a one-g sinusoidal vibration. This radar differs from
the ones tested Ln' Tech. Eval. and OP Eval. by the incorporation of
15'to 20 ECP's that were the result of a major improvement program.
There has also been a large number of minor changes, e.g., a larger
resistor to reduce a stress level, or a better cable combined'with a
rounding of a chassis so that it will not fray.

(C) The system operates in the high UHF-band (850-942 MHz) with a
peak power of 280 KW and an average power of 10,000 W. Fig. 18 is a

photograph of its various subsystems; a block diagram is shown in
Fig. 19; Table XVII lists pertinent operating parameters and perfor-

mance data.

(U) There hai been a reliability demonstration, where three to
five relevant failures were experienced. All but one were the result
of a design or manufacturing deficiency. All the problems have been
corrected with ECP's. Only one failure could have been considered

to come under the random failure designation. In addition to the 3
to 5 relevant failures, other failures occurred that were in areas
where Improvements had already been initiated. These were scored as
non-relevant since, in each case, an E^P had been initiated but had
not yet been implemented.

(U) The ajor area attacked by the Improvement program, and the

one in which a majority of the costs were occurring, was the antenna.
The Jack screw mechanism in the stabilization platforms was changed
from& parallel set of Jack scres to a single larger screw.

(U) Earlier in the program twenty critical chasses were examined
to see if anf component exceeded 50% of the maximum allowable stress
level. A few did and ECP's were initiated to replace those com-
ponents with ones of higher ratings. This program has contiaed
and other areas have been designated, from time to time, for such a
stress level study. These areas are chosen by the reliability
engineer in the Xavy's A./SPS-49 program office. It is not planned
to encompass all of the electronics in such studies, but the mech-
anima exists for doing an additional study just as soon as a chassis
or board becomes suspect.

(U) Reliability data, in this system, is limited to that
acquired on the land based test size and that acquired during Tech.
Eval., OP Eval. and subsequent experience on the U.S.! kII.E. The
radar has been used on the DALE for 5,000 radiating hours and an
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(U) additional 8,000 stand-by hours. All of the radiating hours have been
with the one transmitter tube of the prototype design. Just as in
the reliability test, failures are ruled relevant only if both of
the following conditions hold:

1) They prevent the radar from acquiring data.

2) They are not in an area in which an ECP is pending.

(U) For this limited data sample, the MTBF appears to lie between
350 and 600 hours; the former figure is exact in that it includes all
"events", i.e., both relevant and non-relevant failures. It is to be
emphasized that this figure has been corputed by lumping together
the data from both radiation and stand-by modes, because the project
office feels that the stand-by mode, in some sense, produces as much
stress as the radiation mode. The high-power modulator and, to some
extent, the transmitter tube are clearly exceptions to this position.

(U) As noted above, a prototype tube was used in the develop-
ment program. A slightly modified version of it was used in the
Tech. Eval., Op. Eval and all subsequent tests conducted on the
U.S.S. DALE. Varian has now been given substantial funding to improve
the tube, make it rcady for production, and to build the required
test equipment for a production line. Six or eight tubes of. this
latest version have now been built and tested. They appear to be
satisfactory.
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(C) TA LE XVI

AN/SPS-403 Radar Parameters (U)

FCTIN: air searcb, early varniang rih A1CU CO RAGE (deg): vtRt. 
360range up to 200 nautical miles

VERT. N/A
SCAN RATE: ORZ. 7.5, 25rpm

FREQENCY RANG (l~z): .4VERT- N/A
PEAK POWER (kii): 200 SECTOR SCAS RATE: NIA

AVERAGE P (Ea ): 3600 AN" WEIGHT (kg): 783(1725 lb.)
MTANSKT PjLE .ENGTH (US). 60 BEA" POSITIONING TECNNQLES:

CC(PXESSD PULSE LEHM (1,): 0.6 eh. caalca1

VERT. N/APULSE RATE (ppS)- 300 1SIimw TYPE: N/A
TRAHS1Grr G TYPE: muater oscilator, UZIZG RATE (Na): N/A
powr amplftier

C&=UTED MT ON RANG 2
TARGET (.i): 200 (with resolution of

O0TPUT TUBE: 8932 
.100 yards)

ELISSION L4LVMDTE (kz): 1670

WAVEFWS): frequency coded rectamsjl r GROSS WIGHT (ki) 158 (3500 lbs.)
pulseIF FREQUMry (ftz): 15 

D'n1PACTURE m Elect roatcs Corp.
EWSEt (-fg/opar): 150/90

1? wMnm (kxz): 1670

SrMSTnvMr (din): -120 NAVY COGZANT CONL: MAVM 6524
MOSE FIGURE (do): 3.2 4X1ATI L lMAJLS: NAVMxPrs 0967-.41.90:0

OUTPUT DkTA: linear wide. Mn vide. t ASSICviwp MyT: 1971
SPECIAL SIGNAL PE0C$SIf": pal. M OP XIZC1ICOC PARTS USED: 10,000( 1
compresson. digital TI0 coher.tP
canceller 

TBF (tbe-/oper): 200/19(2)

ANFTNA TYPe: truncated Paraboloid KMUI 0.7S(2) (2)
AMT"N, SIZe: 3.420 n 3.54a(17o". 1t'r) ICW rAr R RATE ITEm: tranogmter

aattmW, IW iwer aupply tankt
AWMMA CAI (dl): 21

"IWIZATOW, hriatucal; 11 vertical MAlIMUN IVOLTh(E 18kv
lA3 IDTH (de#). g Z. 10.5 A.C. POWER colnt"M O.. 30,000k

WztT. 20

(1) PMvig0ed by mumfatwvr.
(2) Plet Analysts Center. COeft4.ttais Repert111er 240- .0 . "Redar let A/Sps.f, C, i3 Re ndess Dwiqv first Nailr C 1976 (II)."
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(C) TABLE XVII

AN/SPS-49 Radar Parameters (U)

FUNCTION: long range air search ANGLE COVERAGE (deg): HORZ. 360

VERT. csc2 to 20

FREQUENCY RANGE (MHz): 850-942 SCAN RATE: HOZ. 6 or 12 rpm

PEAK POWER (kW): 280 VERT. N/A

AVERAGE POWER (W): 10,000 SECTOR SCAN RATE: N/A

TRANSIT PULSE LENGTH (0): 125 or 2 ANTENNA WEIGHT (kg): 1611 (3,550 lbs)

COMPRESSED PULSE LENGTH (99): 1.6(2) BEAN POSITIONING TZCHNIQUES:

PULSE RATE (pps): 270/285 or 833/100 ( 3 )  HORZ. mechanical scan

VERT. line-of-sight stabilization

TRANSMITTER TYPE: klystron LOBING TYPE: N/A

OUTPUT TUBE: VA 889A LOBING RATE (Iz): N/A

EMISSION BANDWIDTH (kHz): 1000 CALCULATED DETECTION RANGE ON 1,a2

TARGET (omi): 2L9
(
4
) 

(Swerling 0)

WAVFFORM: pulsed linear coded FM ANGULAR ACCURACY: Al/A
or pulsed umcoded

IF FREQUENCY (MHz): 601, 42, 4 GROSS WEIGHT (kg): 7823 (17,232 lbs)

IF BANDWIDTH (kHz):. 380 or 800 MIAMJFACTURER: Raytheon

SENSITIVITY (dBE): -115 NUMBER (mag/oper): /2

NOISE FIGURE (dB): 4.5 NAVY COGNIZANT CODE: NAVSEA 65241

#XJTPUT DATA: visual TECHNICAL MANUALS: NAVSEA 0967-LP-584-8010

SPECIAL SIGNAL PROCESSING: pulse NOECNCLATULE ASSIGNMENT DATE: 1960
compression, adaptive digital NTI,
coherent side lobe canceller, NMBER OF' ELECTRONIC PARTS ITSED: 1,300

digital CFAR MTF (theo/oper): 300/600(6)

ANTENNA TYPE: parabolic lEFT!: 1.5/

ANTENNA SIZE: (25') radius HIGH FAIIULE RATE ITEMS:

ANTENNA GAIN (dg): 28.4

POLARIZATION: horizontal AXIMUM VOLTAGE: 50 kV

BEAMWIDTH (deg): HORZ. 3.5 A.C. POWER CONSUMPTION:

VERT. 11 85 kVA, 3 phase @ 440 Hz

10 kVA, single phase @ 115 Hz

(1) There are three operational modes: two long range and one short range

a. the long range modes interlace long snd short pulses

b. the short range mode isees only uncoded short pulses

(2) only the long pulse is compressed

(3) The symbol "/" indicates that pulse rates cam alternate on successive scans

(4) F. -0. 5. -:.T - 1O-

(5) Primarily a CmiO of system modules rather than individual components

(6) Since data has been aceislated on only I ship, this figure is influenced
by Judgment of relevant failures
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D. Point Defense

(C) The need to extend 2D radar technology to a role in the
point defense against cruise missiles and low flying aircraft became
apparent after the sinking of the Israeli destroyer ELAT. The first
radar, developed for this role was the AN/SPS-58. This is an L-band
radar with 250 watts of average power, and some of the first fielded
digital signal processing. A few copies of an alternate version of
the radar were built with a different antenna (AN/SPS-62). At
present the program has been directed toward the AN/SPS-65 version,
one that shares the AN/SPS-IO antenna. It is planned to modify all
the earlier versions to the AN/SPS-65 configuration. All future
radars will probably be of this type.

(U) The development cycle has allowed adequate time for a
thorough reliability prediction study. The output tube io a par-
ticularly well proven design, since it was used in great quantities
on the DEW LINE. The same tube was used as the driver, but that
design yielded a cumbersome and inefficient package that required
considerable time to tune when changing channels. A cost effective-
ness study initiated by Dr. Waterman, formerly ASNRD, pinpointed the driver
as the first item to be considered for improvement and a new design
for an all solid-state driver is now under contract.

(C) The newert radar developed for point defense is the TAS.
It is an L band r.dar with a uniform antenna coverage up to nearly 75
degrees. The or.ginal impetus was to aid in the defense against
cruise missiler, but the requirements were extended, during the
design phase. to include high elevation missiles as well. The radar has
been thro-:A';. Tech. Eval. and Op. Eval. and at present is being pre-
pared for production. Some redesign is being done in the modulator,
but the principle change is to remove a special purpose computer,
built by the radar developer, and to substitute one of the standard
AN/UYK-20. The output tube is a slight modification of a design that
was produced in large quantities by Raytheon for the Bell Telephone
Laboratories and under their guidance. It had a very good reliability
history in the original Bell version.

1. AN/SPS-65

(C) The AN/SPS-58, 63, 65 radars are all basically of the same
family with different antennas. The radar operates in the L band of
frequencies (1215-1365 MHz) with a peak power of 12 kW and an average
power of 250 W. Fig. 20 is a photograph of the subsystems of the
SPS-65, a block diagram is shown in Fig. 21. Table XVIII lists per-

tinent operating parameters and performance data.
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(U) As noted, the transmitter is a solid state STAMO amplified
first by a driver klystron and then by a final klystron. The two
klystrons are identical, but the driver uses as much prime power to
produce a few watts as the output tube does to produce several kilo-
watts. Large klystrons, such as the ones used, have a lower effi-
ciency with a lower drive level since more of the input beam power
has to show up as heat. Originally it was a slow procedure to tune
each of the klystrons because tuning screws, on a total of six
cavities, had to be individually adjusted. Moreover, the process was
iterati.ve in that the final tune on the driver could not be accom-
plished until the first-cut tune on the output had been completed.
This has been changed to a micrometer tuning arrangement on the screws
with a calibrated dial, marked in channels. Only a final "tweeking"
against the power meter is now required. The replacement of the
klystron driver by a wideband solid state driver, as previously men-
tioned, will simplify the process even further., since only the output
will have to be tuned and there will be no iteration. In addition,
the demand on the high voltage power supply will be halved. This
derating should greatly improve its reliability; at present it is one
of the more failure prone items.

(U) The receiver for the AN/SPS-58 family grev out of IR&D work
accomplished at Westinghouse in the early 1960's. They were one of
the first companies to demonstrate a successful digital MTI, and
this work was extended in the building of the first AN/SPS-58s. An
elliptic filter, at the I.F. frequency, shapea the samples so that
there is essentially only one filter in each range bin. After transfer
to base band, the filter output is read by the A/D converter for the
MTI processing which is accomplished by a recursive five-pulse design.
The recursive design permits much sharper filter slopes for the same
number of delays at the cost of a poorer transient response. This is
acceptable in the AN/SPS-58'since the PRF's are relatively low and
when switched, second time around clutter is not usually present to
cause transients.

(C) The receiver has the reliability expected from a first, and
in some portions, second generation digital design. A principle
problem is logistics, which has kept many radars inoperative for an
extended period of time. This was aggravated by an overly optimistic
approach to the allotment of spares, and by an inaccurate estimate of
the types of spares that would be required. Since the radar was
represented as one with a 600 hour MTBF, the spares were ,roportioned
accordingly. When it turned out that the MTBF was closer to 123 hours,
the logistic system virtually collapsed. A new table of spares has
now been prepared, but it will be several more months before the stock
is bought and delivered. In the meantime the radar is acquiring a
very bad reputation. When the part must be secured from external
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sources, the average logistic delay is 840 hours. Unfortunately, it is
the design of the radar that is being taken as the culprit.

2. TAS

(C) The TAS radar is a recent radar developed for the Navy and as
such has the advantage of the newest solid state technology. The devel-
opment was directed by a group of Navy radar engineers assembled from
the staffs of NOSC, NEWSES, China Lake, Dahlgren, etc. The present
system has 200 kW peak power .-nd an average power of either 2400 or
5600 W, depending on the mode of operation. The frequency range is also
in the L band, from 1268 to 1400 MHz. Fig. 22 is a photograph of the
system. A block diagram is shown in Fig. 23. Table XIX lists pertinent
operating parameters and performance data.

(C) The tube chosen was a Bell Laboratory-Raytheon TWT that orig-
inally had a 175 kW peak. The decision was made to try to increase this
to 300 kW. The attempt was not successful. A three dB improvement
could have been achieved in this area by other techniques with far less
risk than was taker. by altering the design of an eminently successful
TWT.

(C) The demand of power was pressed because of the added require-
ment to see the high elevation missile. Th.s implied not only high
angle co'rerage but such coverage without any cosecant shaping. The
result was an extremely low antenna gain 21 dB, with a requirement to
see a missile with a small radar cross section. It appears that the
added requirement has now been met - but the whole system can stand
very little derating; This always has an impact on reliability.

(U) For reason of logistics, and perhaps cost, the successful
special purpose computer, built by the radar's manufacturer and tested
during the Tech. Eval. and Op. Eval. phase, is to be replaced by a
Univac. These general purpose computers have not shown the reliability
that is predicted by a pr-Jection from Mil. Stand. 217B. There is no
way of knowing whether the special purpose computer might have been
more reliable, since the statistics on it during Tech. Eval. and Op.
Eval. are not extensive enough to be conclusive. All that can be
stated is that reliability is seldom improved by testing one device
and deployit.g another.

(U) The only substantial reliability problem that showed up

Curing the limited testing of Tech. Eval. and Op. Eval. was, as might

have been anticipated, in the power supplies of the transmitter. They
are currently being redesigned and there is always hope that they will be
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(U) better. Since the TWT is gridded, the design of the pulse waveform

should not present the problems it does for an ungridded klystron or
amplitron. There is every reason to expect that the receiver design
will cause only those problems associated with the relatively high

complexity of pulse doppler circuitry. Since integrated components
are used extensively and since they normally exceed the figures given

for them in Mil. Stand. 217B by substantial margins, the receiver
circuitry should have a high MTBF in spite of its relative complexity.
Moreover, the use of BITE is extensive and this should reduce sub-
stantially the MYTR.

/
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(C) TABUE XVII!

AYISPs..65 Radar Paaetera (E)

F'.7XTIOV1: acquisit tou radar for point ANGELE COERAGE (deg): 5WOR. 360
defenseVERT. 9.5

FREWLENCY .AANGE O(iz): 1.215 - 1365 SCAIX RATE: HORZ. 15 rpm

PEAK ?(MER (W): 12 VERT. 14/A

AVERAGE POWER (U)- 250 SECTM SCAN RATE: IV/A

TRAN'SM~IT PCISE UNCTH (..s)- 7 hiAWGT()

COPRESSED PLLSE U".7T (.s): N/A BEA POIITM TECIMl1LS:
~RM. mchanical

?ttSE RATE (p): 2288 to 3049 VERT. fizad

TRA1%SMTEZ TMP: klys Cro0 tO I .TYP:/A

WOBfNC RATE (Rs): x/A
OLTr.tT YTLW. SAL0893 CACAE DETEC!O1 RANGE ON -2

EMISSION4 N WDTW (k~z) TARGET (i:22.5

WAVE'tCN1m r~ct-vgular pt.lmd Carrier A.'4C .AR ACC41tAcr: NiA

If rRtE !CY NW-* GROSS WEIGHT (N): 639 (1400 lbs.)

IF LLVDIX (kaz): 130 MTACTLRZR: Veretiaa)h.qae

SENSITIVITY (do3. -118 OME (of loper):-

MISt PIC-M 411) 4 WAVY COCGrIZAXT CODE: P9M 404-50

OUTMU DATA: rom, asimith, doppler TtCNMCAL. NANALS :

SPECIAL SICINAL PROCkSSIX! digital Xat@d NC3NCL Mi ASSCW*NT DATE-
PmTI 7 Paloe caa.letr, lOS TiC

UV)I Ct !UECT0PFIC PART'S LSED: 5100
AWFEUA TYPE: skarof eat**"a with SPS-10 T (hooe)40/2()

ANTTW. StZt! In x IN Mjfc x 3ft)(1) TP(h/oe)40.23)

AXTTN'a C;AtX (AS)- 2) WhI FAILU RtAlt TT!76:. tranatttt

POI.AMIZATtCU: mdcctl va~f sq991es. tc~fw~t SKc amplifier

ILWsnM MU' ON. 5.6 MXMN MUMAE 14,000 V

WI?. 19 A.C. P=2 COMM? iOP & kVA

(1) uses AN/S-10 esats with m~fidi4e 1.C hesi ft"d.
(1) PLYAG bepert ft. 861-446?. Mei to VTUAl fitst ropett s t0i9 &Vetom.

465~7DWTA



N X~T D :-,LAi-

fig. 22 (tj) *tAS radar ft 23 point def~te/targot acqutsition systems (U1)
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(C) TABLE XIX

IFD/TAS MARK 23 Radar Parameters (M

FUNCTION: automatic target acquisition, AN'GLE COVERAGE (deg): HORZ. 360
trackint and designation to point defense VERT. 90
weapons
FREQUENCY RANGE (M~lz).- 1268 - 1400 SCAN RATE: I4MZ. 30 (normal, sized),

PEAK POWER (kW)- 200 115 long n&#;T ,/A

AVERAGE P06ER MW: 2400 or 5600 (2) SECTOR SC-4-1 RATE: up to eight 10
0
sectors

per scan
LEXTH(Aa):3.8 o 42 ~h 'NO: 906 (1995 lbs.)

ThA~i(I P~SE LNG~ (~): 38 o 42 including ped--stal

COtTRESSED PLI-tE 4Mf G(): 3.8 DEAN POSITIONING TEClOETQIES:

'LSE ATE (ps ' 3) H . roll stabilization (up to 3e)
PtLERTE(p) 266013570 or 635/750 VTNA

TRANSMI'TTER -1-W: high power grid
pulsed TWLSNTYE /

LOSIXI ATE (Hz): If/A
OL'T PUT TIUBE: QKW 17071?G N14 2

CALCULATED DETECTION RAGE01 -
£11255101 bAY-WIDTH (kEz): TARGET (vat): 2t.3, 59.3

WAVERM: pulsed uncoded (normal), pulsed ANCLWA ACCU'RACY: NiA
linear 71M (long range)
IF FREQUENCY (Mz)- 1st: 270, 2nd: 30 GROSS WEIGHT (kg): 41.20 (9075 lbs.)

IF BANDWJIDTH~ (icHs): 220 MAMOYACTVIEA: .Hugh*s Aircraft Co.

SESITIVITY (83.): -117, -122, -12 (3 WM (afg/oper): 43/2

NOISE FIGMR (48): 2,9 11A7 CONZN t.0 1 FN 04-50

OLUT~ DATA: tanoo, "autb, doppler, T9C~tN! MM S MAVSEA OF 41"9 (116/96)
and video
SPECIAL SICIAL PROCESSING- digital, NCAU2ASGM DTE
double PI71 to coscade with & rango-gated DT.
doppler filters, two-putlme non-coherent MyMa OF ELECTRONIIC PAMI USED: 19,569

i tesratorANTENNA TyPE 26 eonnt linear array
1T) (theoloper): 2001365

AIT!1F VM Z SI 6.27a X 0.61a (14'x 2')
MM ': 1.6

AN'Tr - A rAIN (4W) 21.8 HIGH FAILLUE RATE ITEM6: p-- t supplies
POIAIIOS* vrtiel ramttetr dock, IC's. transistors,

BEWSIMVT (dog): NM2. 3.4 MNAXN VOLTAGE: 38 Xv

VK2T. ?S A.C. P01iE CONSWVIOt: 53KW e SONs
201W .2 40014a

(I) Three operatfng sodes exst.l a normal side fastrumoted to 25emi, a loneg
rtoo, nro iftstrumenta to liOnal and a aimed node, Whitt& Is a aequectial
evlfast io of two short rtnge and one loag twose.

(2) for a paert in which two wnqbors are gives sepiaratod by *or" the first
'Mo appie "FI t the nermal made or short ran~ scans of stood mode and the
seCond numer applies to tvhe loft range node or Iosg range scsi,0 of sad made.

(1) The pulse rate in olih amde altorneaes tPm scan t*osm.
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E.. Air Traffic Control

(U) The Navy air traffic control function is performed on
carriers by the A/SPN-37 and the AN/SPN-43 and will be done at many of
the naval airfields by the newly acquired AN/FPN-59. These radars
differ from the 2D search radars in two particulars: they have a

considerably less stringent long range requirement, and skin track of
targets is not of prime importance since most of the tracked planes

respond via beacon.

(U) This report concentrates on the AN/SPN-43 rather than the
A&/SPN-37 since it is the newer version of the Gilfillan technology.

(U) The FN-59 is not a Navy development but a radar bought by
the Navy to an FAA Specification. It has been the subject of an
extensive report just published, NRL Memorandum Report 3719. Docu-
mentation of the reliability of the equipment is particularly complete
since each copy of the radar is bought by the FAA with a one year
warranty a process that keeps the developer and the project office
highly aware of the performance of the fielded radars. Moreover,

the radar runs 24 hours a day at each site and some of the sites have
been in operation over two years so the data is extensive.

1. SPN-43

(C) Th. A.N/SPN-43 was a replacement for the Raytheon-built AN/SPN-
6 and was first delivered in 1969. A newer version with a new pedestal
and antenna appeared in 1972. The radar has a peak power of 850 kW
and aa average power of 861 V. It operates in the S-band of fre-
quencies (3590-3700 MHz). Fig. 24 is a photograph of the system
antenna; a block diagram of the radar is shown in Fig. 25, a listing
nf the pertinent operating parameters and performance data appears
in Table XX.

(U) There are fifteen radars at sea, all on carriers, plus two
on shcre: one at the training school and the other at NESTEF (Naval
Electronics Systems Test and Evaluation Facility).

(U) The original stabilization brakus were me:hanically unaccept-
able and the redesign for new brakes proved satisfactory when tested
at NESTEF. nhe only pair of these that have actually been replaced on
a carrier were those on the Forrestal's radar. She, however, has
been laid up and the project office is unwilling to modify the brakes
on all the other ships until at least one set has been tested at sea.
There are also servo motor probles, especially on those carriers
where the servos operate in a stack gas environment.
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(U) The only major electronic problem has been with the magnetrons.

There has been an operational problem with the capture of the flag
halliards b7 the rotating antenna. One suggested solut'ion has been to
shut down rapidly whenever this occurs. An alternative approach,
suggested by NESTEF, is to design the halliards so they will not
interfere. A restraining loop or a spring loaded continuous loop
similar to one used on a draw drape should suffice.

2. FPN-59

(U) The FPN-59.is identical to the FAA's airport terminal radar,
the ASR-8,aad is just being procured by the Navy. It is land based,
operating in the S-band of frequencies (2700-2900 MHz) with a range
up to 70 nautical miles. Its peak power is .1 Megawatt with an average
power of 720 watts.

(U) The antenna is an open mesh parabola sixteen feet wide and
nine feet high. (See Fig. 26..) Fig. 27 is a block diagram of the radar
and Table XXV lists pertinent operating parameters and performance data.

(U) The ASR-8 radar is a dual system with two transmitters, two
receivers and two synchronizer/processors, feeding and fed by a large,
common, continuously- rotating antenna. There are two separate and
independent dr.&ve motors on the bull ring gear either of which is
capable of maintaining the rotation. Normally, both radar chains
operate in the so-called "frequency diversity" mode. One of the
synchronizers is designated'as master and the other becomes the slave.
The second radar channel pulses about 1.5 microseconds after the first
and on a different microwave frequency.

(U) The two returns to the two channels are realigned by the
processor to bring them into synchronization. The resulting signals
are summed in the various modes and are passed via cabling to the
switchboard that feeds the displays. Should one channel fail or be
under test or maintenance such that it is inoperable, then the data
to t*- interface is provided solely by the other channel. This leads
to some loss in the ability to detect aircraft, due both to the 3 dB
loss in average power and a target fluctuation described by a less

favorable Swerling codel.

(U) Since the radar is bought with a warranty claLse, failed
parts are returned to the contractor for repair and failure analysis.
There is, thus, extensive data available on single thread reliability
(i.e., the reliability of the individuel channels). These data have
been compiled by counting total returned parts under the warranty
ard assuming that the channels have been operating continuously.
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(U) This is a reasonable assumption since the frequency diversity mode is
ethployed 24 hours a day except during repair or maintenance actions.

(U) These data have been reduced to arrive at two different MTBF
figures for.the individual channels. One figure, the "gross" MTBF, was
obtained by dividing the total number of operating hours by the total
number of returned parts.' The only exceptions are those parts known
-to have failed in secondary modes. This "gross" value, cumulated
over all the field experience to Spring 1977, is 365 hours. A
second value,-the "refined" MTBF, is also calculated. ihis figure,
cumulative as well, is 650 hours. In the "refined" value both secondary
.failures and failures that the manufacturer has been unable to dupli-

cate are removed from the data.

(U) Originally the returned circuit boards were tested only in
a circuit tester, but more recently, boards that pass the tester
have been further tested in whatever radar is undergoing checkout
tests on the factory floor. The "refined" data tends to lag the
"gross" data by some two months since it takes longer to prepare.
The real cumulative MTBF would be somewhere between the two figures,
probably closer to the "refined". In all of this, it is to be
emphasized that only failures are considered in the MTBF data. Ad-
justments, and the FAA's technicians make them frequently, are not
charged against MTBF.

(U) The FAA is little concerned with single thread reliability.
As long as one channel is operating, the system is available so far
as they are concerned. Careful records are kept,however, of the
total time any installation has both channels down. This has been
less than one hour per year per installation.

(U) The extremely high availability of the ASR-8 is achievable
by the FAA, not only through radar redundancy, but also because of
their particular site, logistics and personnel policies. The radars
are located at commercial airports, readily accessible to the main
supply base at Oklahoma City. The radars are maintained by GS-12,
GS-13 technicians, who work on this equipment exclusively. When one
channel fails, repair starts immediately. There is no waiting for out-
side technical assistance.

(U) The original radar Installation contains an extensive st of
spare parts almost equivalent to that neided for an additional channel.

Should there be parts needed that are not available on the site, they
.can be flown in directly from the central spare parts depot at
Oklahoma City.
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(U) TABLE mc

AN/SPN-43A Radar Parameters (U)

FUNCTION: air traffic control radars ANGLE COVERAGE (deg): HORZ. 360
for aircraft carriers VERT. 4.2

SCAN RATE: HORZ. 15 rpm
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHz): 3590-37O0 VERT. N/A

PEAK P WrER (Id): 850 SECTOR SCAN RATE: N/A

AVERAGE POWER (W): 861 ANTENNA WEIGHT (ft): 1.543 (3400)

TRANSMIT PULSE LENGTH (,s): 0.9 BEAM POSITIONING TECHNIQUES:

COMPRESSED PULSE LENGTH (;s): N/A HORZ. N/A

VERT. N/A
PULSE RATE (pp.): 1125 LOSING TYPE: N/A

TRANSMITTER TYPE: magnetron LOBING RATE (Hz): N/A

CALCULATED D97ECTION RANGE ON 1-2

TARGET (=L): 55 (lOOam)OU'ITPYJ? TUBE: 125132

ANGULAR ACCUPACY: 1.5 deg.EML..SION N, MIDTR (ltHz) :

GROSS 1. I:.GHfl (kg):• 2719 (5990 lbs. )
WAVEFORM: pulsed carrier

MANUFACTURER: ITT-ilfillan
IF FREQUENCY (MOz): 30

NUMBER (mfg/oper): 19/15IF SANEWIDT (kex): 2500

SENSITIVITY (d~a): - 0l) NAVY COGNIZANT CODE: NAVELEX-52011B

TECHNICAL MANUALS: NAVELEX- 3947-436-3010NIIOSE 7101331 (dl): 3.5

OUTPUT DATA: radar and IFF video NWNCATURE ASSIGIENT DATE:

SPECIAL SIGNAL PROCESSING: STC, FTC, UMBER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS URED: 4323(2)
LIN-LOG receiver

NITBF (iheo/oper): 83/77 ( 3 )

A19NMA TYPE: foil-fiberglaus reflector XTTR: 3(3)
CSC elevation shape controlANTENNA SIZE: 2.1m x 3= (7'x0) HIGH FALURE RATE ITEMS: stabilizationbroke, stabilization servo motor,

ANTENNA GAIN (de): 32 azimuth bull gear bearing, magnetrons

POLARIZATION: horizontal MIMUM VOLTAGE: -50kV

EAMIDTR (des): HORZ. 1.5 A.C. POWER CONSUMPTION: 21kVA

VErY. 4.2 CSC
2

to 45

(1) SenSitivity with parmetric amplifier

"off" 1 -100 d~m, "on" - *109dm.

(2) ITT-GiI illan.
(3) ITT-Glfillan estimate as of 1976.
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ANTENNA

* .. 4

DISPLAY SITE UNIT RADAR CABLE JUNCTION Box PROCESSOR UNIT

Fig. 26 (U) AN/FPI-59 radar (U)
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(U) TABLE XXI

AN/FPN-59 Rad'ar Parameters
(1 ) 

(U)

FUNCTION: air traffic control in ANGLE COVERAGE (deg): HORZ. 360
terminal area VERT. -modified CSC

FREQUENCY RANGE (MHz): 2700 - 2900 SCAN RATE: HORZ. 12.5 rpm.

PEAK POWER (kW): .1 000 VERT. NIA

AVERAGE rowR (w). * 720 SECTOR SCAN RATE: N/A

ANTENNA WEIGHT (kg): 908 (2000 lbs.)
TRANSMIT PULSE LENGTH (as): 0.6 wtotpdsawithout pedestal

COMPRESSED PULSE. LENGTR (us): N/A BEAM POSITIONING TECHNIQUES:

HORZ. N/A
PULSE RATE (pps): 1040 VERT. slight mechanical adjustment

TRANSMITTER TYPE: klystron LOSING TYPE: N/A

LOBING RATE (Hz): 'N/A
OUTPUT TUBE,: VA 87E 2/

CALCULATED DETECTION RANGE ON 1-m
EMISSION BANDWIDTH (kHz): 2000 TARGET (nmi): 75

WAVEFORM: pulsed carrier ANGULAR ACCURACY: N/A'

IF FREQUENCY (MHz): 30 GROSS WEIGHT Ckg): 9080 (20,030 lbs.)

IF BANDWIDTH (kHz): 2000 prr channel (2)

MAFUFACTURER: Texas instruments

SENSITIVITY (dl.): -110 (-108 MT1 mode) NUMBER (mfg/oper): 8 to be delivered in

NOISE FIGURE (dB): 4 late 1977

NAVY COGNIZANT CODE: NAVELEX 520

OUTPUT DATA: to displays TECHNICAL MANUALS:

SPECIAL SIGNA. PROCESSING: digital NOMENCLATURE ASSIGNNT DATE* 1976
MTI, log FTC, 2 or 3 pulse canceler N3D

NUMBER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS USED: l8,700 (3 )

ANTENNA TYPE: open mesh parabolic
reflector MTBF (theo/oper): 663/300

( )

ANTENNA ,SIZE: 2.7m x 4.Sm (9' x 16')
MTTR: 0.5 hour

ANTE-NNA GAIN '(dB): 33.5 HIGH FAILURE PATE ITEMS: parsap, modulator,

POLARIZATION: linear vertical or 'vcular, klystron assembly
remotely selectable
BEAMIWIH (deg): HORZ. 1.4 MAXIMUM VOLTAGE: 80 kV

VERT. 3 A.C. POWER CONSUMTION: 10 kW per channe!

(1) First radars of series are identical to FAA's ASR-8.
(2) Weight Includes shelter delivered for FAA type Installation.

(3) NRL parts count.
(4) SinSle channel, manufacturer's data as October 1976.
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F. 3-D

11, Most of the three dimensional (range, height, and bearing)
radars in the fleet are an outgrowth of the frequeicy scan radars
developed by Hughes Aircraf: in the 1950's.* The Hughes models, cur-
renLly at sea, are the AN/SPS-39 and the ANISPS-52. They employ a
single pencil heai that is scanned in elevation by frequency changes
of the transmitter, and in bearing by mechanical rotation of the
antenna. Under tne Instigation of che ...jal Research Laboratory. ITT
Gllfillan developed a variant of the basic design, the AN/SPS-48, which
radiates nine elevation beams by use of a long pulse containing nine
differenz frequency seg=ents.

(U) in this study we have concentrated on the SPS-48 and the later
SPS-48A since these radars are recest representative of the class, and
the reliability data on them has been particularly extensive.

SPS-48

(C) The A.N/SS-48, an S-band radar (2900-3100 'Giz). can operate in
any one of three power modes, low, medium and high power. These
correspon1, respectively, to trans=issions through the second (TWT),
driver (iirst azplitron), or final stage (seccnd amplitron of the
radar transmitter. In the high power mode, the peak power is 2,200 kW.
with an average power of 15,C00 W. Fig. 28 is a photograph of the
major subsyste-s; a block diagram is shown in Fig. 29. A listing of
pertinent operating p-rameters and performance data appears in Table
XXII.

(C) As indicated above, the radiate4 signal is coded with 9 dis-
tinct cdrrier frequency segments. The return signal is sorted by nine
filterp, one around each carrier, and given to nine different receivers.
hus, at the cost of a ninefold increase in receiver complexity, there

are effectively nine timen As =ny radiated julses as in the SPS-52.
Th i over, ,es one -f the hatic problems of a 3D radar having only a
4 n~le b>aFa. i.e., h,-w to lcrate k nK range targets unambiguously and
still wrt en-ih hit* tr assure detection and perhaps even XTI proc-
fo%|na. In F rs. the AN1qPS-48 has nine times as -any beams to
pro eqs during . ach rovolat ion a" the AMIPS-19 or AN/SPS-52. All
thr e r4ar* stabillie the beam with respett tc qhip r,,ll and pitch by
.ie( trrnir mear.*. T-e tranitimitted frquenry is orditieJ to change the
elevatinn oksv angle nf the beam relative toy the antenna f.ce.

(U) There or? a few AX/SPS-JO *tacked beam radars still on carriers
but they are slated for repla c.ent. Thero ar@ also two or three pro-
totype phera-ecae edar*, but nothing esists In quantity usint this
technique.
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(U) The SPS-48 radar has a very high parts count fcr several
reasor.s: (1) it was designed in an -;a when there were not many inte-
grated circuits -- so that a simple device like a flip-flep will have
a high parts count; (2) ti:ere are nine totally distinct receiver chains
behind the wideband circuitry; (.) there is an elaborate ?.ot extractor
in the newest version; (4) the requirement for electronic stabilization
of the beam adds a computer parts count burden to the syst.-m; (5) a
cot;plex synchronizer is required to program the large number of fre-
quencies for the electroric scan.

(C) There are, however, some basic design advantages in frequency
scan that reduce the sensitivity of adjustments and matching require-
ments. For example, one wideband STC can be used in either the micro-
wave chain or the first !.F. amplifier. This makes the channels track
in amplitude with STC - so=ething that is difficult, if not impossible,
to achieve in a stacked team 3D radar. In the AN/SPS-48A the M.TI is
achieved in the wideband circuitry for all nine beams simultaneously.
Again, this aids in matching but this time at a considerable reliability
price in using quartz lines. The match is needed for interpolation
between beamus by some form of amplitude comparison. In the A./SPS-48A
this process is made easier by the close spacing of the beams. Since
the A./SPS-48 wrks wiLh 9 beams at a time, one can afford to space
thcm close together. A stacked beam radar is severely limited in the
number of bea=s and in minimsn beam spacing; it would be difficult
physically to place the horns cl.se enough together to get an overlap
greater than the 3 dB points of the beams.

(C) Partially due to the relaxed tolerances of the frequency scan
design and partially due to the better reliability of low power solid-
state circuitry (even if not highly integrated), tLe nine complex
receivers are reasonably reliable. There are problems, however, in the
high power portions of the transmitter. The reported dita clearly
demonstrate this. The reliability of the radar decreases as the
radiated power increases. The .TRF for low power radiation (under
condition of continuous demand) is 84 hours, while the .TRF for high
power radlati'n is only 1 tw, urs.
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ANTENNA (ARAYr .REtXJENC CO0NTROL FLECTRONI COMMAND SiG4ALS DATA STASILIZATIOt.
jGROUPj Pk.OGRAMMER COMPUTER

TRANS~T7EA GROW
ACOIE GROUP

P!EG*JLATOM

0PCOR OSrV&trAM0 COkVERT~poCf RtADAR SET
PANEL SUOKY STW- CONSOLE

Fig. 28 (U) -AW~SPS-48 radar (U)
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(C) TABE XXII

AN/SPS-48 RAWA PARAMETERS (U)

FL'NCTION: long range' height finding AN4GLE COERAGE (deg): HMR. 360
air search VET 0-45

IREQLENCY RANGE (M0z): 2900-3100 SCA.4 RATE: HORZ. 7.5, 15 rpm

PEAKPM-tR (W.;): 2200 V/ERT. comptcer programmed

AVERAGE POWER (U~)- 15,000SE CAkl:N/

TRANSn-1 PtSE t.EXTI (-sa)- 26.5 AT EM.A hEI~ff (kg).- 2038 (4495 lbs.)

C"tRLSSE3 PM.SE uNGm ("sa): BEAK POSITIOING. TEC?&1QtES:

11M1. mechanical
PULSE RATE (pps): 161 to 1318 VU.pormdi~rna

TRAN'SMITTER TYPE: -frequency synteateer freqtu ncy change
pome avoI literL0314G TYPE: N/A

LOSING RATE OW~: %/A

EM*S910?4 MVWJI)'M (kt~z): 150 TARGET (mwi): 220

'.AVEM4R: pulsed carrier A4GtW ACCVRtACY: 1116o

fru m ieik( Ia) GuRp F~OSS WElGNT kg): 91S9 (20.259 lb.)

IF UANZDWID At): 350 MWACTL7.: ITT Cilfilltaa

SENSITIVtTY (d2m): .102 WeW (sifg/Oor): 6216?

NOISE FICLI" Cd2): S.5 'scciwrC~ AYC 53

OUTM TA : 1"t ~ n rage IUUIICAL MNUMALS: WAVSHI PS 6967-186--1010
h*tjht indicator
SPECITAL SIGNAL PRCISSIX: *iTI, NOWNIA~TM ASSTOWENTF VAT:-
atoatic acquisittoft

AME* OF ELIECTROIIC PARTS 1SE0:250.000
ANTEVUA TIPE:, pha" array(2

MIT (the*/p*r): /84. 58. 32(2
AVTENA SIME 4.9% a 4.5.. (163x 15') W~:~ 2

ANTNNAGAI fd): flW FAIURE RATE ITEM - Duoloset AIR Tube
(1160621B). Dry Air. Thywatron (V-75903).

P01JJ1ZAIM hovlao~tal (V750) . -79801) Second Stage Amplitron.
SVM.I~rR (eg):~Z.1.3400 fts Fine Synchro Frequency Svynth#4i&er
8E~mt"(4*9) IMI.I.S W (V_63401)r

WT.1.6 %U~VM'VDLTAC[:. 60-?0 kV

A.C. XWU-COMP1uCi: 111.4 WVA

(1) Nl ItI treq" 100'e )01-724. 5 26.1, 20. 2MS. 31. U.S. 14, 235,

4 37.

(2 loat A"11t0yo "" im 9e 41-152.. wPU waer em6iti ofs e st imme demwe
ter lt. "wig*. &ad high power.
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G.-Missile

oU) The original semi-active missile system was the Sparrow,
developed by the Navy's Bureau of Aeronautics. The Army, under the
Hawrk program, developed a missile system with greater detection and
acquisition range. The Navy in turn built on the Hawk technology to
produce a version of the Terrier which had the first semi-active
guidance fcr use in a ship-to-air version.

(C) the tracking and illuminating radars used for the modern
Tartar, Terrier and Standard Missiles arp of the AN/SPG-51 and the
ANiSPG-55 families. Each contains two radar transmitters, a pulse
transmitter used in conjunction with a conical scan or monopulse
receiver for target tracking and a CW transmitter for target illumina-
tion. This report has chosen the AN/SPG-51D as typical of the family,
since it is the newest of these radars and the only one built in a
reliability conscious era.

AN/SPG-51D

(C) The AN/SPG-51;) is an update of the AN/SPG-51C. The principal
change is in the pulse transmitter. The kiystron 'was replaced by a
TiT to permit the transmission to be chosen from a much wider bandwidth.
The new system is ;requerTcy agile over S channels chosen from 32. In
addition, the w-re recent design has pezvitted the incorporation of a
much larger peztentage of integrated circuits and of modern digital

circuitry.

(C) Data on the radar have been gather principally from three
ships (a total of 10 radar sets - 4 each on two ships and 2 on the third).
Supposedly, the data is not typical of what the future reliability will
be since there has been an extensive reliability improvement program
conducted by the manufacturer under the direction of NAVSEA. For
example, between 1 July 76 and 30 June 77, the pulse transmitter failed
87 times for an MTBF of 71.6 hours. The CWI transmitter (which is
used much less) failed 26 times for a MTBF of 46.6 hours. The mean
repair times were exceptionally loag because of the relative inexperience
of the crew with the new equipment, the incompletene3s of the manuals,
and the large proportiun of transmitter failures. Transmitter failures
usually take longer to repair than failures in the receiver or processor.

(C) In addition to the poor reliability of the rutput sections of
the transmitters there has been a low MTBF in the STAMO that drives
the CW1 (627 hours). A STAM0 should not constitute this much of a
problem and another vendor for this component might be indicated.
Problems have shown up in the cooling system, particularly, in the
hoses and in their connectors. There is some redesign required to
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(C) improve the monitoring of a TWT driver power supply. At present,
excessive repair time is spent in determining whether it is the TWT
or its power supply that is faulty.

(U) Reading the problem status report on the radar confirms that
the reliability improvement program was urgently required. Every
newly fielded system has its share of problems unless it has been
through a test procedure similar to the one described for the airborne
radars above. The AN/SPG-51D should have been more reliable since it
is only a minor modification of the AN/SPG-51C. Reliability was not
stressed appropriately in the initial phases of the design.

(U) A photograph of the major subsystems appears in Fig. 30; a
block diagram is shown in Fig. 31. Pertinent operating parameters
and performance data appears in Table XXIII and XXIV.
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READY SERVICE SPARES
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Ft. 30 (U) -AN/SIC-51 radar (U)
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(C) TABLE XXIII

AN/S -51D Radar Parameters (U)

(Target Illuminator)

FUNCTION: an X-band target illuminator ANGLE COVERAGE (deg): HORZ. 0.9
combined vith an S-band acquistion,
tracking radar VET. 0.9

FREQUENCY RA14GE (MOlz): 10250-10500 SCAN RATE: NORZ.

PEAK POWER (kw): • VEiT.

AVERAGE POWER (): 4000 SECTOR SCAN RATE: N/A

TRANSMIT PUlLSE LENGTH ("s): N/A ANTENNA WEICHT (kg): 254 (560 lbs.)

COMPRESSED PULSE LENGTH (Ws): N/A BEAM POSTIONING TECHNIQUES:
NORE. via S-band rsdar

PULSE RATE (pps): N/A RT. i n
VERtT. function

TRANSMITTER TYPE: aster oscillator, LOSING TYPE: NIA
power ampl fier

LOSING RATE (liz): N/A
OUTPUT TUBE: klystron - VA828 2

CALCULATED DETECTION RANGE ON 1- 2
EMISSION BANDIDTH (kHz): TAGET (=): N/A

WAVEFORM: CW or modulated CA ANGULAR ACCURACy: N/A

IF FREQUENqCY S(ts): MIA GROSS WEIGHT (kg): 10,670 (23,500 lbs.)

17 BANDW~IDTH (k~tz): N/A ~RyhoffAWAUF : Raytheon
SENSITIVITY (daa): N/A V"tEt (afg/oper): 5/5

NOISE vIGU dlVY COGNIZANT CODE: NAVSLEA 6242

O r DATA: N/A TECHNICAL MANUALS: NAVSEA OP 3541
SPECIAL SIGNA.L PtOCESSI4c: NIA (fltS/SMS) Vol 1-3

NOMENCLATURE ASSIGNMENT DATE:

NUMBER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS USED: 31,000(1)ANTENNA TYPE: dual purpose parabolic (2) (3)
reflector MITr (theo/opr): 75 / 90
ANTE.WA SIZE: 2.5m dim (7.7') NTTR 5(3)
ANTENNA GAIN (d9): 45 RICH FAILURE RATE ITeIr: Cwl transmitter,

POLARIZATION: vertical CWI power supply, director control

3EAMWIDT (des): NORZ. 0.9 RUT" VOLTAGE: 15kV
VRT?. 0.9 A.C. POWIL CONSUtPTIGN: 34OkVA

(1) Raytheon ootimte Include* trakng radar.
(2) Design specificatio.
(3) NVS2S Preliminary tport, 14 Doc 1977.
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(C) TABLE XXIV

AN/SPG-51D Radar Parameters (U)

(Tracking Radar)

FUNCTION: target acquisition and tracking ANGLE COVERAGE (deg): HORZ. (1)
radar function combined with a CW target VERT
illuminator.

FREQUENCY RANGE (MHz): 5450-5825 SCAN RATE: HORZ.

PEAK P WER (kW): 81 VERT.

AVERAGE POWER M-): 1600 SECTOR SCAN RATE: N/A

TRANSMIT PULSE LENGTH (js): 2.1 - 3.2 ANTENNA WEIGHT (kg): 254 (560 lbs.)

COMPRESSED PULSE LENGTH (us): N/A SEAM POSITIONING TECHNIQUES:

HORZ. zero error tracking, closed loop
PULSE RATE (pps): 4100 (surface) VERT.

9600 - 16700 (air)
TRANSMITTER TYPE: master oscillator, LOSING TYPE: conical scan or receive only

power amplifier

LOBING RATE (Hz): 16 to 110
OL7PUT TUSE: 'XVT 608NH .CALCULATED DETECTION RANGE ON 1-m2

EMISSION BANDWIDTH (kHz): 20,000 at TARGET (nmi): 100 (185km)
-658B point

WAVEFOR1M: pulsed carrier ANGULAR ACCURACY: N/A

IF FPEQUENCY OWu): 660, 30 GROSS WEIGHT (kg): 10,670 (23,500 lbs.)

IF BANDWIDTH (kHz): 1l00 MANUFACTURER: Raytheon

SENSITIVITY (ft): -115 M=Kau (mfg/oper): 10110

NOISE FIGURE (3) 8 NAVY COGNIZANT CODE: NAVSEA 6242

OUTPUT DATA: tracking error signals in TECHNICAL MANUALS: NAVSEA OP 3541
bearing, elevation, and range (PS/SMS) Vol 1-3

SPECIAL SIGNAL PROCESSING: CfAR in (PS/NS) Vol 1-3
doppler domain with 15 

fi ters, STC

NUMBER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS USED: 31,000(2)

ANTENNA TYPE: dual purpose parabolic (3)(4)

reflector MTIF (theo/oper): 75(/90
ANTENNA SIZE: 2.5a dism (7.7'). " wry 8 (4 ) .

ANTE NA GAIN (d3): a39.5 HIGH FAILURE RATE ITEMS: pulse transmitter,

POLARIZATION: horizontal

BLAIWITH (deS): HOQE. 1.6 MAXIMUM VOLTAGE: 5lkV

VENT. 1.6 A.C. P=IR CONSUMION: 34OkVA

(1) Angle coverage fth 3D designation, beam spirals out to 1.8°vith
2D designatio..

(2) Iapthteo estimte (includes illimiate).

(3) Design specification.

(4) Is frelimitar Report, 14 Dec 1977.
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H. Fire Control

(C) The last group of shipboard radars considered in this report
are elements in the gun control systems. The newest are the radars for
the Mark 86 and the Mark 92 systems. The Mark 86 system was chosen
for this analysis because it has been in the fleet for some time and
it has been well documented. There are two radars used in the system,
an AP/SPQ-9A which performs the search function and an AN/SPC-60 which
performs the tracking function. Both are relatively low powered radars,
with the AN/SPQ-9A having an average power of 75 watts and the AN/SPG-
60 having anaverage power that varies, depending on the mode ,f
operation, between 30 and 900 watts.

(U) A photograph of the major subsystems of each radar in the Mark
86 configuration is shown in Fig. 32. A block diagram of the Mark 85
system appears as Fig. 33. A separate block diagram for the SPG-60
occurs as Fig. 34 and a block diagram for the SPQ-9A radar occurs as
Fig. 35. Finally, pertinent operating parameters and performance
data for the SPG-60 and the SPQ-9A are listed in Tables XXV and XXVI
respectively.

(C) The AN/SPQ-9A is somewhat unusual in that it employs an
optical system to produce a non-linear chirp waveform. Non-linear
chirps have the property that they do not have to be preceded by
weighting in order to have acceptable range sidelobes. (An unweighted
linear chirp has the usual 13 dB sinx/x sidelobes.) The elimination
of weighting 3aves 2-3 dB of S/N. Unfortunately, the full saving is
only realized on the slowest targets. The higher dopplers produced by
the faster (and the usually more important) targets are mismatched in
a non-linear dechirp process and this results in a loss of most of
what was gained by the elimination of weighting.

(C) The AN/SPG-60 is a conventional monopulse tracking radar. It
is coherent with a set of high prfs that individually have no blind
speeds for the targets of interest. In acquisition, the blind ranges
are avoided by the computer choosing from the set of prfs on the basis
of range information available either from the AN/SPQ-9A or from
another shipboard radar. In track the computer uses the information
coming from the AN/SPG-60 itself to avoid the blind ranges. The whole
Mark 86 system, including the radars, the optical tracker for clear
weather, and the guns, is controlled by a UYK-7 master computer.

1. SPQ-9A

(U) The reliability of the AN/SPQ-9A has been improving rather
consistently over the past two years since the system was fielded.
The optical pulse comprcssion system depends on an arc lamp which has
a limited life. The manufacturer originally promised 750 bours MTBF
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(U) and has exceeded this by 30-50%. Unfortunately, the crews are reluctant
to replace the lamp as long as it is working; the replacement requires
somewhat elaborate refocusing adjustmenEs, and since the logistic
system is seldom more than one arc lamp ahead of thi demand on each
ship they hate to use the last spare. The'result is the identification
of a "low reliability" item when, in fact, a limited life item is

involved. It is like faulting a diesel engine for running out q! oi.%

(U) In addition to the arc lamp, the optical system has also had

problems with the ultra-sonic light modulator, with the photo tube, and
with the power supply for the lamp. Thq first problem appears to be
caused by human error since there is a suspicion'that the technicians
do not replace the water as it evaporates. The second is again a lim-
ited life item. An ECP is now in on the lamp power supply.

(U) Lockheed expects that eventually, an ECP Villbe generated to
replace the whole optical chirp system with a surface acoustic wave
line. (At the time the optical system was chosen, the SAW lines were

in a much earlier development phase.)

(U) The shaft encoders, on both the AN/SPQ-9A and AN/SPG-60, are
supplied by the same vendor and neither meets its reliability specifi-
cations. They have been improving and at present are at about 50% of
the required MTBF's i.e., they now last 6,000 and 12,000 hours. This
is certainly not ideal but cannct be considered a really critical item
since even the lowest figure is 10 times the theoretical MTBF of the

radar it serves.

(U) Finally, the AN/SPQ-9A has suffered from an output TWT that is
still at only 25% of its theoretical MTBF. 'Some of the TWT power
supplies and protective circuitry were albo unsatisfactory but ECPs
have corrected most of these problems. The driver TWT is also not
yet delivering the expected reliability.

2 SPG-60

(U) The AN/SPG-60, being more conventional, has had fewer unusual
problems. There has been an issue with the klystron's screen supply
but this has occurred only when the equipment was installed in a
particular ship yard - so operator error is suspected. There is lim-
ited life switch tube in the klystron modulator; it should be replaced

periodically and probably is not. As mentioned above, the shaft
encoder still needs further improvement.

(U) Most of the other failures in both the AN/SPQ-9A and AN/SPG-60
are well within the levels derived from MIL Stand 217B projections.
In a few cases some component has failed more frequently than antic-
1pated, but in this event an EC? has been generated either to alter
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(UMthe circuit or to replace the unsatisfactory component. Generally the
majority of such failures occur in the solid state circuit boards
and the alteration or replacement of. a board is accomplished relatively
easily. It is only in the transmitters, in the optical chirp, or in'
the mechanical elements, that extensive redesign may be required to
implement an ECP.
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SUFAE EACHRAARANSPQO4 AIR TRACK RADAR AN/ SPG-6O

Fig. 32 (U) -Mark 86 gun control system (AN/SPQ-9A
and AN/SPQ-60 radars) (U)
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RADAR ELECTRONIC RADAR

RECEIVER 4p FREQUENCY'q1 TRANSMITTER
CONVERTER

VIDEO TO SIGNAL
0 PROCESSOR DATA

TRANSLATOR

Fig. 35 (UT) -SPQ-9A radar block diagram(U
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(C) TABLE XXV

AN/SPG-60 Radar Parameters (U)

FUNCTION: fire control ANGLE COVERAGE (deg): HORZ. N/A
. VERT. -30 to +83,

SCAN RATE: HORZ. N/A

FREQUENCY RANGE (MHz): 8500-8709 VEAT.

PEAK POWER (icw): 5 SECTOR SCAN RATE: N/A

AVERAGE POwiER (W): 1000 ANTENNA WEIGHT Ckg): 1d23 (4015)

TRANSMIT PULSE LENGTH (us): 0.25, 1, 6 BEAM POSITONING TECHNIQUES:

HORZ. 2-axis director
COMPRESSED PULSE LENGTH (us): VERT.

PULSE RATE (pps): 25,000 to 35,000 LOBING TYPE: N/A

TRANSMITTER TYPE: klystron LOBING RATE (z): NIA

CALCULATED DETECTION RANGE ON 1--2

TARGET (=i): N/A
OUTPUT TUBE: VA 956A

ANGULAR ACCURACY: 0.3 milliradians
EMISSION BANUIDTH '(kllz): 9000 for 15dB S/N

GROSS WEIGHT (kg): 4030 (8975 lbs.)
WAVEFOM: rectangular pulse

MANUFACTURER: Lockheed Electronics
IF FREQUENCY (MHz): 60

NUMBER (mfg/oper): 46/4-as Jun 1976
IF BANWIDTH (kHz): .01522

NAVY COGNIZANT CODE: NAVSEA 65322
SENSITIVITY (dBm): -99

TECHNICAL MANUALS: OP 3646
NOISE FIGURE (dB): 14.5

OUTPUT DATA: analog, digital NtE AITURE ASSIGNMENT DATE: 1971

SPECIAL SIGNAL PROCESSING: analog NMBER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS USED: 13,137(2)
pulse doppler with 5 range gates(1) (2) (3)

ffB7 (theo/oper): 325(2)/308

ANTENNA TYPE: parabolic MTTR: 7.7(3)
AIGH FAILURE RATE ITEMS: transmitter

ANTENNA SITE: 214 diam (7') power resistors, sero amplifiers,

ANTENNA GAIN (d): 41 encoder, klystron (4)

POLARIZATION: horizontal MAXI2MM VOLTAGE: 5kV

BEAM4JIDTH (des): HORZ. 1.2 A.C. POWER CONSUMPTION: 30kVA

VERT. 1.2

(1) And 8 doppler sub-filters in each gate, early-late gates plus
a monopulse track gate.

(2) Lockheed Electronics estimate.
(3) Fleet Analysis Center Tech Memo 841-1471 of 16 Sep 1976.
(4) ECP's are being tmplemented for the power resistors and the encoder.
(5) May tomp vise in transmitter cabinet is 220C and iOoC elsewhere.
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(C) 1ABLE XXVI

AN/SPQ-9A Radar Parameters (U)

FUNCTIONI: fire control search radar ANGIS COVERAGE (de): RORZ. 360
VERT. -3 to +4

SCAN RATE: ORZ. 60 rpm

FREQUENCY RANGE (1z): 8500- 9600 VERT. i/A

SECTOR SCAN RATE: N/APEAKC POWE (W): 1.6

A3AW NlIA WEIGHT (kg): 533 (1175 lbW
AVERAG PW (H): 75

TRANSMIT PULSE LENGTH (j~a: 16 BEMI POSITIONING TECHNIQUES:

Z. N/A

CCMPRESSED PULSE LZNCIU (ps): 0.112 VERT. N/A

PULSE RATE (pp@): 3,000 LOSING TTE: NI/A

TRANSNITTER TYPE: Tw LOSING LTE (Hz): N/A

I.., 
CALCUATD OFTECTlrO RANGE ON -in2

TARGET (ami): 15
OUTPUT TUBE: Litton 4"382

ANGlAR ACCURACY: N/A

EMtISSION RANDWIDTN (k~tz): 20,000
GROSS WEIGHT (kg): 1,067 (2351 lbs.)

WAVEFORM: rectangular pulse, linear FM MANUTFACTU'ORER: Lockheed Electronics

IF FREQUENCY (NMz): 1640, 193, 35
N[*Mg (mfg/opr): 46/4 as of Jun. 1976

IF BAW!T (kdl): 20,000
NAVY COGNIZANT CODE: AVSEA 65322

SNSTIVITY (dam): 119 TW~dT M.Ws OF 3855

NOISE F IGRE (d): 10.5

OTPUT DATA: digital, and video. MMG(ENCLATURE ASSIGNMENT DATE: 1970

SPECIAL SIGNAL PROCESSING: non-linear INMER Or ELZCONTIC PARTS USED: 7969(1)

optical pulse compression M1? (tho/opr: 400/372)
WKllt: 3.9(2)

ANTENNA TYPE: parabolic

HIGH FALURE RATE ITEMS: arc lamp
(
W'

ANTEIM SIZE: 2.lm x 0.8a (6.7'z 2.5') encoer, BT sibassembly in the frequency

ANENMA CAIN NdO: 38 converter, TWT(4)

POLARIZATION: vertical MAXIMUM VLTAGE 2kV

VAWIDT (dog): BKRO. 1.52 A.C. POWER CONSUMPTION: 7kVA

VERT. 4 pod fled for
CSCz to 2000'
altitude

(1) Lockheed lsctronics.
(2) fleet Analysis Center Tech ft o 841-1471 of 16 Sep 1976.

(3) Failure to replace is an operational problem for a
limited life item (are amp life - 1,000 hra.).

(4) KCP's are being implemented for the shaft encoder and the

TNT power mplfie.
(5) Max. tomp rise under 100C.
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I. The GEOS-C Radar

(U) The GEOS-C radar is a precision satellite radar altimeter
developed primarily to measure ocean surface topography and sea state.
Although it is a non-nilitary system, it is included in this section
to serve as a reference system.

(U) The GEOS-C was designed, davelnped, manufactured, tested, and
qualified by the General Electric Aerospace Electronic Systems Depart-

ment, Utica, New Y.rk, under contract with the Applied Physics Labora-
tory, The Johns Hopkins University. The contract covered the period
September 1972 to November 1974. Three systems were produced: an
engineering model, a rototype model, and a flight model.

(U) It is a multimode radar system with two distinct operating
modes: the Global Mode and the Intensive Mode. The key performance
requirements are: in the Global Mode, to provide satellite-to-ocean
surface height measurements to a precision of 50 centimeters and in
the Intensive Mode, to provide satellite-to-ocean surface height
measurements to a precision of 20 centimeters.

(U) The GEOS-C was launched 9 April 1975, and as of i5 November
1977 was in earth orbit, functional, and had not sustained any failures.
The only failure experienced by the satellite system was the loss of a
single diode in the command chain. Normal operation was restored
through the use of an alternate command routine.

(U) The GEOS-C radar has two transmitters: the one for the Global
Mode (a power conservation mode) uses a magnetron, L-5497; the other
for the Intensive Mode uses a traveling wave tube, 852HA.

(U) The major subsystems of the GEOS-C are: (1) the Intensive Mode
transmitter (power supplies, chirp generator, up-converter, 1-watt
driver TWT, and a 2-W output TWT); (2) the Global Mode transmitter
(power supply, modulator, and magnetron); (3) Microwave (RF switches,
waveguide, and calibration attenuators); (4) the receiver front-end
(down-converter and preamplifier); (5) the IF receiver (IF amplifiers,
pulse compressor and detectors); (6) the signal processor; (7) the
frequency synthesizer; (8) Mode control circuitry and (9) the calibrate-
test circuitry.

(U) As of 15 November 1977, the accumulated operating time was
approximately 60 hours in the Global Mode and 1,350 hours in the
Intensive Mode. The total "operate" time was 1,685 hours of which 335
hours was warm-up and calibration time.
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(U) Significant features of the GEOS-C which affect the reliability
of the system are:

(a) The parts count is 6,000 parts. This is modest and
is comparable to the parts count of the simpler 2-D naval
radars.

(b) The power radiated, the power consumed, aid the maximum
voltages are all significantly less than those of naval radars.
(Maximum average output power, Global Mode, is 0.78 watts and
maximum system power consumption is 126 watts.)

(c) Parts and systems are subjected to a degree of
rigorous and extensive "burn-in" and acceptance testing, that
would be economically unfeasible for a production naval radar
system.

(d) The system operates in a benign environment.

(e) The "in-orbit-accumulated operate time" as of 15 November
1977 was 1,685 hours. This is approximately 6% of the 22,000
hours that the satellite has been in orbit.

(U) Photographs of the system appear in Figs. 36 and 37. A block
diagram is shown in Fig. 38 and pertinent operating parameters and
performance data are listed in Tables XXVII and XXVIII for the Intensive
and Global Modes, respectively.
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Fig. 37 (U) -GEOS-C altimeter (U)
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(U) °OCLE IOVII

CEOS-C Raaar Parameters (U)

(Incensive Mode)

FUNCTI-ON: earth satellite, radar ANGLE COVERAGE (deg): HORZ. 2.6

altimeter (Intensive Mode - for high VERT. 2.6
data 'ate and increased precision)

FREQUENCY RANGE (iv.Hz): 13,900 SCAN RATE: HORZ. orbital velocit-'

PEAK POWER (1W): 2.5 VERT.

AVERAGE P(ER (W): 0.3 SECTR SCAN RATE: N/A

TRANSMIT PULSE LENGTH (Lis): 1.25 ANTENNA WEIGHT (kg): 23 (5 lbs.)

'1 COMPRESSED PULSE LENGTH (0.s): 0.0125 BEAM POSITIONING TECHNIQUES:
HORZ. ,N/A

PULSE RATE (pps): 100 VERT. N/A

TRANSMITTER TYPE: coherent, frequency LOBING TYPE: N/A
*%nthesizer, power amplifier

LOBIN C RATE (Hz): N/AO'ZPUJT TUBE: Tirr, 852HA2 CALCULATED DETECTION RANGE ON 1-m 2

F"!SS-ON BAXNNIDTH (kHz): 576,000 TARGET (1i): NPA

-.AVEFORM: pulsed, linear FM ANGULAR ACCURACY: N/A

I:- FREQUENCY CHIz): 300 GROSS WEIGHT Ckg): b8 (150 lbs.)

r BANIDTH (kHz): 100,000 MANUFACTURER: General Electric

S..NSITIVITY (dBm): -82 NUMER (mZg/oper): 3/1

5;1SE FIGURE (dB): 7 NAVY COGNIZANT CODE: N/A 1 )

CUTPUT DATA: digital - status and TECHNICAL 4ANUALS: 4/A
altitude, analog scientific #nd engineer-

-PECIAL SIGNAL PROCESSING: ing pu be Npuls caipreeionNCOHENCIATt1E ASSIGI E14T DATE: N/Apulse compression

.NMBER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS USED. 6000
.%NTEN NA TYPE: parabolic reflector MrBF (th,;o/oper) : 14,9371(2)

ANTENNA SIZE: 0.6e dim (24")
MTrE: N/A

ANTEIA GAIN (M: 36 RICH FAILURE RATE ITEM: N/A

POLARIZATION: linear

.EAUIIDTH (deg): HORZ. 2.6 MAXIMUM VOLTAGE: 12 kV

VERT. 2.6 A.C. POWER CONS',NPTION: 126W

(1) NASA Project - RAS 6-2619 and API 372165.
(2) No failure has bean reported in Space use as of 15 Nov 1977 except

for 1 diode in the command system which was by-passed by an alternate
command roitine. Total data transmiscion time in Intensive Mode was
1350 hours. Total "on".ime was 1685 hours including 335 hours of
warm-up and calibration.(Source - General Elactri.-)
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(U) TABLE XXVIII

GEOS-C Radar Parameters (U)
(Global Mode)

FLNCTION: earth satellite, radar ANGLE COVERAGE (deg): HORZ. 2.6

altimeter (Global Mode - power VERT. 2.6
conservation mode)

FREQUENCY RANGE (MHz): 13,900 SCAN RATE: HORZ. orbital velocity

PEAK POWER (kw).: 2.5 VERT.

AVERAGE POWER (W): 0.78 SECTOR SCAN RATE: N/A

TRANSMIT PUSE LENGTH (gs): I, 0.2 ANTENNA WEIGHT (kg)' 23 (5 lbs.)

COMPRESSED PULSE LENGTH (us): N/A BEAM POSITIONING TECHNIQUES:
HORZ. v,/A

PULSE RATE (pps): 100(1) VER. N/A

TRANSMITTER TYPE: magnetron LOBING TYPE: N/A

LOBING RATE (Hz): N/A
OUTPUT TUBE: L 54972

CALCULATED DETECTION RANGE ON 1-Im

EMISSION BANWIDTH (kHz): est. 6000 TARGET (nI): N/A

WAVEFORM: pulsed carrier ANGULAR ACCUMACY: N/A

IF FREQUENCY (MHz): 300 GROSS WEIGHT (kg): 68 (150 lbs.)

IF BANDWIDTH (kHz): 40,000 MANUFACTURER: General Electric

SENSITIVITY (dBm): -90 NUMBER (mfg/oper): 3/1

NOISE FIGURE (d): 6.5 NAVY COGNIZANT CODE: N/A ( 2 )

OUTPUT DATA: digital - status and altitude TECHNICAL MANUALS: N/A
analog - "cientific and engineering
SPECIAL _GNAL PROCESSING: NOMENCLATURE ASSIGN?= DATE: N/A

NUMBER OF ELECTRONIC PA1.ZTS USED: 6000
ANTENNA TYPE: parabolic reflector

MTBF (theo/oper): 27,284/ (3)

ANTENNA SIZE: 0.6M diem (24")
MTTR: N/A

ANTENNA GAIN (dB): 36 HIGH FAILURE RATE ITEMS : N/A

POLARIZATION: linear

BEMIDTH (deg): HORZ. 2.6 MAXIMUM VOLTAGE; 4kV

VERT. 2.6 A.C. POWER CONSUMPTION: 71W

(I) PRF - 100pps for l.Ous transmitted pulse and 100pps for pulse burst of
16 0.2M pulses.

(2) NASA Project - NAS 6-2619 and APL 372165.
(3) No failure has been reported in Space use as of 15 Nov 1977 except for

1 diode in command system which was by-passed by an alternate command
routine. Total data transmission time in Global Mode was 60 hours,
including warm-up and calibration times.
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III. SUMMARY

(C) This introduction to the magnitude of the Navy's radar reli-
ability problem is summarized in the following two tables. In Table XXIX
radar systems are ranked according to the parts count/complexity, and
in Table XXX the radar systems are ranked according to system MTBF's.

(C) TABLE XXIX

Rank by Complexity

Radar No. Parts MTBF

AN/SPS-49 1,300(1) 600

AN/SPS-10 2,106 180

AN/SPS-55 2,717 600

AN/SPN-43 4,323 77

GEOS-C 6,000 NONE ( 2 )

AN/SPS-65(VI) 5,100 123

AN/APS-96 7,000 12.8

AN/SPQ-9A 7,969 378

AN/SPS-40B 10,000 195

AN/SPG-60 13,137 308

AN/FPN-59 (3) 18,700 365

AN/APS-120 19,000 17.5

TAS 19,569 365

AN/APS-125 24,243 22.6

AN/SPG-51D 31,000 90

AN/SPS-48 250,000 75

(1) Primarily a count of system modules rather than individual
components

(2) Satellite Radar Altimiter, no failures in earth orbit
(3) A Navy version of the FAA's ASR-8 Radar
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(C) TABLE XXX

Rank by MTBF (U)

Radar No. Parts MTBF

AN/APS-96 .7, 00 12.8

AN/APS-120 19,000 17.5

AN/APS-125 24,243 22.6

AN/SPS-48 250,000 75

AN/SPN-43 4,323 77

. AN/SPG-51D 31,000 90

AN/SPS-65(VI) 5,100 123

AN/SPS-10 2,100 180

AN/SPS-40B 10,000 195

AN/SPG-60 13,137 308

AN/FPN-59 18,700 365

TAS 19,569 365

AN/SPQ-9A 7,569 378

AN/SPS-49 1,300 600

AN/SPS-55 2,717. 600

GEOS-C 6,000. None
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(C) In Table XXXI the Referenced radars are ranked according to the
"systems average parts failure rate," with sub-divisions to distinguish
between shipboard, airborne and the miscellaneous systems.

(C) TABLE XXXI

SYSTEM System Failure Average Systems
Rate, X 103 hours Parts Failure Rate,

X 10 hours

AN/SPS-48 13.3 0.05

TAS 2.7 0.14

AN/SPG-60 3.2 0.25

AN/SPQ-9A 2.6 0.33

AN/SPS-51D 11.1 0.36

AN/SPS-40B 5.1 0.51

AN/SPS-55 1.7 0.61

AN/SPS-49 1.7 1.3

ANISPS-65 (VI) 8.1 1.6

ANISPS-10 5.6 2.6

AN/SPN-43 13.0 3.0

AIRBORNE SYSTEMS

AN/APS-125 44.2 1.8

AN/APS-120 .57.1 3.0

AN/APS-96 78.1 11.2

MISCELLANEOUS
TEOS-C 0.66(1) 0.09

AN/FPN-59 2.7 0.15

(1) This is obtaiped' from the theoretical design as the failure rate of
the exponential system with the same reliability for the same mission
time. In actual operation, there were no failures and therefore,
the sample failure rate was 0.
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Fig. 39 (U) MTBF vs parts count for selected naval radars (U)

(U) The graphical plot in Fig. 39 is based on the data presented in

T4:les IV and V. The grouping of the AEW Radar Sub-set of data in Fig. 39
is indicative of severity of the airborne enviornment vs. the environment

for shipboard system. The grouping of the shipboard sub-set of data

suggests a "rule of thumb" such as the following: "The probable upper

limit of shipboard radar system MTBF, based on 1970 technology, for a
"single thread" system is on the order of 1,000 hours."
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(U) In the preceding tables it may be seen that the magnitude of
the NAvy's radar reliability problem is considerable. The problem is
compounded by a variety of factors, such as multiple mission require-
ments, and stress levels that are infrequently experienced by commer-
cial and non-military electronic systems.

(U) From Fig.39, it appears that an "average" current Navy radar
would exhibit an MTBF of about 200 hours. This means there would be a

* 107. chance that the average radar would fail within 20 hours of "turn-
on" and a 257. chance that it would fail within 58 hours. Conceivably,

the' logistic delay and repair times were sufficiently small, the
operational availability might still be acceptable.

(C) This is not necessarily true. For example, according to FLTAC,
the MTBF (under continuous operation) for the SPS-40 series radars was

195 hours in 1976. The operational availability, A 0, was only 0.64,
since the mean down time was 110 

hours.

(U) An increase in availability to an interim goal of 0.75 could

be achieved-with the s4me hardware if the mean do-on time were decreased
to 65 hours; a goal of 0.95 could be reached with a system down time of
10 hours. Thesc improvements imply major changes in training of main-

. tenance personnel and logistics support programs.

(U) An alternative approach is to improve the hardware. Thus,

assuming the same down time of 110 hours, a 0.75 availability is achiev-
able with an MTBF of 330 hours and 0.95 with an MTBF of 2,090 hours.

(U) A major redesign would be necessary to reach either of these
figures. Moreover, there would still remain the problems of personnel
performance and logistics support a maintenance free approach, if
feasible, would by-pass the maintenance problems.
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APPENDIX A

List of Acronyms

ACQ: acquisition system

AEW: airborne early warning

AFC: automatic frequency control

AGC: automatic gain control

AMTI: airborne moving target indicator

B & W: black and white

BITE: built in test equipment

CFAR: constant false alarm rate

CIC: combat information center

COC: control officer console

CORO: coherent oscillator

COMO: coherent master oscillator

COSRO: comical scan rotator

CSLC: coherent sidelobe canceller

CWI: continuous wave illuminator

DEW: distant early warning

DIP: dual in-line package

ECP: engineering change proposal

ER: established reliability

FAA: Federal Aviation Administration

FLTAC: Fleet Analysis Center

FTC: fast time constant

GFE: government furnished equipment

GP: general purpose

ESS & H: high speed sample and hold

HVPS: high voltage power supply

IAGC: instantaneous automatic gain control

IR: infra-red
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IRM: image rejection mixer

LFDM: low flying detection mode

LINLOG: linear-logarithmic

LO: local oscillator

LEM: least replaceable module

LSS & H: low speed sample and hold

LVPS: low voltage power supply

MDT: mean, down time

MFHBF: mean flight hours between failure

MG: motor generator

" - MLT: mean logistics time'

M/MA: mean man hours per/maintenance action

MTBF: mean time between failure

MTI: moving target indicator

MTTR: mean time to repair

NA: not applicable

N/A: not applicable

NAFI: Naval Avionics Facility Indianapolis

NASA: National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NAVELEX: Naval Electronics Systems Command Headquarters

NESTEF: Naval Electronics Test and Evaluation.Facility

NOSC: Naval Ocean Systems Center

NRL: Naval Research Laboratory

NSWES: Naval Ship Weapon Systems Engineering Station

NTDS: Naval Tactical Data System

Op. Eval: Operational Evaluation

RAM: reliability, avatlability and maintainability

RISE: Readiness Improvewnt Status Evaluation

ROS: remote optical sight

SEM: standard electronic module
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STALO: stabilized local oscillator

STAMO: stabilized master oscillator

STC: sensitivity time control

SIH: superheterodyne mixer

Tech.Eval: Technical Evaluation

TWT: traveling wave tube

VSI: video sweep integrator

WFS: wave form sample

2-D Radar: two dimensional radar

3-D Radar: three dimensions; raAar

3-M: Maintenance and Material Management
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